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ABSTRACT

The task of mapping markers from Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping experiments is typically viewed as equivalent to the traveling-salesman problem, which has combinatorial complexity. As an additional problem, experiments commonly result in some unreliable markers that reduce the overall map quality. Due to the large numbers of markers in current radiation hybrid populations, the use of the data mining techniques becomes increasingly important for reducing both the computational complexity and the impact of noise of the original data.

In this dissertation, a clustering-based approach is proposed for addressing both the problem of filtering unreliable markers (framework maps) and the problem of mapping large numbers of markers (comprehensive maps) efficiently. Traditional approaches for eliminating unreliable markers use resampling of the full data set, which has an even higher computational complexity than the original mapping problem. In contrast, the proposed algorithms use a divide-and-conquer strategy to construct framework maps based on clusters that exclude unreliable markers. The clusters of markers are ordered using parallel processing and are then combined to form the complete map. Three algorithms are presented that explore the trade-off between the number of markers included in the framework map and placement accuracy. Since the mapping problem is susceptible to noise, it is often beneficial to remove markers that are not trustworthy. Traditional mapping techniques for building comprehensive maps process all markers together, including unreliable markers, in a single-iteration approach. The accuracy of the constructed maps may be reduced. In this research work, two-stage algorithms are proposed to mapping most markers by first constructing a
framework map of the reliable markers, and then incrementally adding the remaining markers to construct high quality comprehensive maps.

All proposed algorithms have been evaluated on several human chromosomes using radiation hybrid datasets with varying sizes, and also the performance of our proposed algorithms is compared with state-of-the-art RH mapping softwares. Overall, the proposed algorithms are not only much faster than the comparative approaches, but that the quality of the resulting maps is also much higher.
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides the information theoretic context for the bioinformatics algorithm development that was done, in particular, for the Radiation Hybrid Mapping problem. The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 1.1 introduces the background to the research area and the concepts that are used in this dissertation. Section 1.2 presents the Radiation Hybrid Mapping process. In Section 1.3 the motivation and problem statement are introduced in detail. Section 1.4 presents our contributions of this dissertation, and Section 1.5 presents the organization of this dissertation.

1.1. Background

The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is an important optimization problem in computational mathematics [17, 37]. The question to address in TSP is: given a set of cities and the distance between each possible pair, find the best possible way of visiting all the cities exactly once and returning to the starting city. The solution requires an exhaustive evaluation of all possible paths to find the cheapest way of visiting all the cities. However, this solution is usually computationally expensive and unfeasible for a large number of cities. Typically heuristics algorithms are used to find optimal solutions. Traveling-salesman-based algorithms have been used for the Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping problem for many years [4, 9, 60]. More precisely, the RH mapping problem is equivalent to the symmetric unidimensional wandering salesman problem (a variant of the symmetric traveling salesman problem). The unidimensional wandering salesman problem is a special case of the general TSP where the choice of the first and last cities is free, and all the cities are placed on one coordinate axis only. In this dissertation, we will use the TSP term instead of the unidimensional wandering salesman, because the term TSP is common in most of the genetic and physical mapping literature [11, 18, 44, 48]. In Radiation Hybrid Mapping, the concept of the city is represented by markers, and the concept of distance by the measures of dissimilarity of RHvectors. The objective for RH mapping is to map the markers in a way that maximizes the sum of similarities along the map.
Due to the large numbers of markers in radiation hybrid populations, the use of the data mining techniques becomes increasingly important. A central goal of data mining [19, 25, 62] is to recognize common properties and enumerate patterns from a large data set. Data mining techniques include association rule mining, data classification, and data clustering. Data Clustering is one of the most commonly practiced tasks in data mining, and it groups the set of objects into meaningful clusters, such that similar or related objects are in same cluster [35]. This technique is widely used in bioinformatics applications [59], document categorization [65], pattern recognition [5] and social networking [50].

The goal of clustering is to split objects into smaller groups, such that the similarity between objects are maximized within the same cluster and minimized across clusters. The clustering algorithms can be divided into three main groups [25]: partitional clustering, density clustering and hierarchical clustering. Partitional clustering (e.g., K-means) [40] constructs several disjoint clusters of objects with no hierarchical structure. Density based clustering approaches (e.g., DBSCAN) [16] apply a density criterion to locate the dense regions with high connectivity between the cluster objects and then split them by low density regions. Hierarchical clustering [65] on the other hand, uses a similarity matrix to group objects in a hierarchical structure.

Two approaches are common in hierarchical clustering: agglomerative and divisive. In agglomerative, each object is considered as a singleton cluster then pairs of clusters are merged, recursively, based on a similarity measure to form one big cluster that contains all objects. In the divisive approach, all objects are considered to be in one cluster, and then a splitting method is used to split clusters recursively until singleton clusters are reached. Nevertheless, there is the common belief that clustering a noisy dataset of objects using hierarchical clustering is more effective than other clustering algorithms in terms of clustering quality [40, 65]. Since data from RH mapping experiments often contain noise, in this dissertation we use hierarchical clustering.
Divide-and-conquer is an important strategy for solving sorting problems [8, 36]. This strategy works by recursively breaking down a problem into several sub-problems, where these generated sub-problems are simple enough to be solved directly. Then, the solutions of the sub-problems are combined to give a solution to the original problem. This technique reduces a problem into several smaller independent sub-problems. Parallel processing of these sub-problems can be used to further decrease the overall run time for the solution. In this dissertation, we propose a new approach for solving Radiation Hybrid Mapping computational challenges and constructing reliable maps. The proposed approach uses the divide-and-conquer strategy to reduce the mapping complexity problem. Hierarchical clustering is used to break the problem into sub-problems and to merge the solutions of the sub-problems.

1.2. Radiation Hybrid Mapping

Genome mapping [29, 47] is important for finding the order of markers within chromosomes. Map information can also be used in genome sequencing projects [12, 26]. Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping [21, 29, 34] is a mapping technique for ordering markers along a chromosome, and estimating the physical distances between them. Markers can be any simple short unique fragment of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) sequence that can be amplified and detected using the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). RH mapping is widely used to map the human genome [61], animals [29] and most recently plants [28, 34]. RH mapping has several advantages over alternative mapping techniques: markers need not be polymorphic, i.e. exist as multiple versions, scoring the markers is easier, and the DNA can be kept in cell lines eliminating the cost of animal care and breeding.

The process of constructing RH maps can be divided into two sequential stages: 1) the experiment stage and 2) the analysis stage. In the first stage, the chromosomes of interest are irradiated with X- or Gamma- radiation to create deletions. The radiation breaks the chromosome into several fragments, where each fragment contains the attached markers. The presence or absence of each marker in the chromosome fragments is screened and assigned
the value 1 if a marker is present, 0 otherwise, "?" is used when the reading is ambiguous. This process is repeated for multiple individuals to construct the RH population. Figure 1 shows the process of generating radiation hybrid populations.

Figure 1. The process of generating radiation hybrid population.

The input for the analysis step is the RH population that is a $M \times N$ matrix of $\{1, 0, ?\}$, where $M$ is the number of markers and $N$ is the number of individual organisms in the mapping population. Each marker has a RHvector $\{C_1, C_2, C_3, ..., C_n\}$. The value of each attribute in the RHvector $C_i$ indicates if that marker is present (1), absent (0) or ambiguous (?). The basic principle of RH mapping is that markers with similar RHvectors are likely to be close together in the map. The further apart two markers are, the more likely the radiation will create a break between them, thus, placing them in two different fragments where a marker may be present in one and absent in the other. The retention pattern is
used to find the most likely linear order of the markers and estimate the physical distances between them.

In principle, finding the optimal order of a set of markers on a chromosome could be done by finding all possible marker permutations, and then choosing the permutation with the minimum number of Obligate Chromosome Breaks (OCB), which is the number of times a 1 is followed by 0 or vice versa in the same panel. However, in practice, heuristic approaches are used. A toy example of an RH population for 3 markers on 5 panels is illustrated in Table 1. The best order is \{M1, M2, M3\} with four breaks. Any other permutation will have more than four breaks. The mapping process is largely equivalent to the traveling salesman problem of finding the shortest path among markers [6, 24, 63]. The computational complexity is correspondingly high, since for \( n \) markers, there are \( n!/2 \) marker orders.

Table 1. A toy example of an RH population for 3 markers on 5 panels. Breakages are highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker/Panel</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two main types of maps can be constructed using RH mapping: framework maps and comprehensive maps. In framework maps, the subset of the most useful markers is ordered with high confidence, while the comprehensive maps provide the ordering of most markers in the dataset, typically using heuristic algorithms.

1.3. Motivation and Problem Statement

In the modern high-resolution RH mapping approaches that motivated the proposed algorithms, the number of markers can become very large, making the traditional algorithms that scale exponentially unsuitable for building RH maps. Moreover, when mapping all
markers together, including unreliable markers, the accuracy of the constructed maps may be reduced [1, 53].

Traveling-salesman-based algorithms have been used for the RH mapping problem for many years [4, 9, 60]. Traditional approaches for constructing framework maps [43, 51] depend on resampling analysis [20] to iteratively filter out markers that cannot be mapped consistently. Such approaches require repeating the already computationally expensive mapping task for each resampled data set. An alternative approach is presented in [11], using an incremental insertion procedure to add one marker at a time to the current framework. However, the number of markers in the final map is too small and the approach may not guarantee full coverage of the whole chromosome. Both approaches are time consuming and do not scale well with the dataset size.

Many algorithms have been implemented to build comprehensive maps [3, 11, 41, 57]. For a large number of markers, the run time for heuristic approaches typically scales exponentially, which makes these algorithms unsuitable. Moreover, the mapping process fundamentally relies on the distances between immediate neighbors, and an unreliable marker can disrupt the overall order. If unreliable markers are placed on the map in the early stages of map construction, other markers will likely be mapped incorrectly. Therefore, for a noisy dataset, limiting mapping to reliable markers first is not only beneficial from a performance perspective but also in the interest of map quality.

To overcome these challenges, we propose a clustering-based approach that constructs framework and comprehensive maps in a short time taking into account the existence of unreliable markers. The proposed approach uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to construct reliable maps based on clusters. The clustering helps break the mapping problem into several small sub-problems and associate markers with their most highly linked neighbors. Similarities to other markers, which could otherwise result in unstable maps, are ignored. The proposed approach uses the LOD (Logarithms of odds -base 10) scores to measure similarities between markers [46]. Figure 2 shows an example of markers that are far apart
Problematic connections are (M1, M5) (M1, M6) (M1, M7) (M2, M5) (M2, M6) (M2, M7) (M3, M6) (M3, M7) (M4, M7).

The main motivation of this research is to investigate the role of the divide-and-conquer strategy based on clustering for building reliable and scalable algorithms to solve markers ordering problems. Basically, we propose efficient algorithms that shift the mapping process from simultaneously ordering a large number of markers to mapping few neighbors markers at a time, and reduce the effect of the noisy markers. The traditional mapping algorithms take a long time to construct maps and do not handle noisy data. However, the proposed algorithms apply clustering to reduce the complexity of the mapping process to build solid maps and filter out unreliable markers in a short time.

1.4. Contributions

This dissertation investigates the problem of building high quality radiation hybrid maps in a short time. The proposed approaches incorporate clustering analysis to filter out unreliable markers and build radiation hybrid maps for large numbers of markers in short time. The contributions are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster B</th>
<th>Cluster A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Neighborhood LOD score matrix for two clusters of markers, Cluster B (M1, M2, M3 and M4) and Cluster A (M5, M6 and M7).
1. A clustering-based approach for constructing radiation hybrid maps is presented. We present three algorithms that explore the trade-off between the number of markers included in the framework map and placement accuracy. The general pipeline for the three proposed algorithms consists of three steps:

1.1 The filtering and mapping step: three variant methods are proposed to construct maps for each subset of markers.

1.2 The merging step: a method for merging the constructed framework maps of all groups to form the whole chromosome framework is proposed.

1.3 The polishing step: a local improvement method is proposed for the final constructed framework maps.

2. An iterative framework radiation hybrid mapping algorithm is presented. This proposed algorithm maps most of the markers in two phases taking into account the stability of markers. The first phase maps only the most stable markers creating an initial framework. The second phase iteratively maps the less stable markers on the constructed framework map when the overall ordering can no longer be disrupted.

3. A noise-aware algorithm for building radiation hybrid maps is presented. The proposed algorithm uses both the exhaustive and heuristics algorithms to build solid maps by dividing the mapping process into two levels. The first level constructs several small groups of markers and then uses the exhaustive search to build a map for each group. Then the heuristics algorithms are used to merge these maps to construct a skeleton map. The second level uses the skeleton map to map the remaining markers to form comprehensive maps.

4. All proposed algorithms have been evaluated on several human chromosomes using radiation hybrid datasets with varying sizes. The proposed constructed maps have been compared with the physical maps of the corresponding chromosomes, and also compared with maps generated using state-of-the-art mapping softwares.
1.5. Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is a paper-based version, where each chapter has been derived from papers published during the PhD work. This dissertation is organized into five chapters:

1. In **Chapter 2**, a clustering based approach for radiation hybrid mapping is introduced. We present three algorithms to construct framework maps based on clusters that exclude unreliable markers. This chapter is derived from the publication, which is accepted in *Proceedings of the 12th International Workshop on Data Mining in Bioinformatics. ACM, 2013* which is titled as "A fast and scalable clustering-based approach for constructing reliable radiation hybrid maps". Furthermore, the extended version of the paper is published in *IEEE/ACM Transactions on Computational Biology and Bioinformatics (TCBB), 2014*.

2. In **Chapter 3**, an approach for building comprehensive maps is described. The presented approach maps most markers by first mapping the most reliable markers, creating a framework map, and then incrementally adding the remaining markers. This work has been published in *Proceedings SIAM International Conference on Data Mining (SDM14)* which is titled "Iterative Framework Radiation Hybrid Mapping".

3. In **Chapter 4**, an enhanced mapping approach is proposed that handles noise markers and builds solid comprehensive maps. The proposed approach divides the mapping process into two-layers, where in the first layer, we consider the subset of reliable markers for constructing a solid framework map by applying the exhaustive and heuristic algorithms. Then in the second step we iteratively map and validate the remaining markers, while excluding problematic markers. This work has been published in "*ACM Conference on Bioinformatics, Computational Biology and Health Informatics (ACM BCB 2014)*" which is titled "A Noise-Aware Method for Building Radiation Hybrid Maps".

4. In **Chapter 5**, we conclude the dissertation work and provide some future work.
2. RELIABLE RADIATION HYBRID MAPS: AN EFFICIENT SCALABLE CLUSTERING-BASED APPROACH

In Chapter 1, we introduced the radiation hybrid mapping process and its computational complexity challenges for mapping large numbers of markers. In Chapter 2, a clustering-based approach is discussed and applied for filtering and mapping a subset of markers to construct reliable framework maps.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.1 briefly introduces the problem of constructing framework maps. Section 2.2 presents the related work in the area of constructing framework maps. In Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 our proposed approach is introduced in detail. Section 2.7 presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed approach, and Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.

2.1. Introduction

Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping provides a means of ordering markers on a chromosome [21]. The process of mapping markers is equivalent to the traveling salesman problem, and thereby has combinatorial complexity. Harnessing this computational complexity for a large number of markers is one problem addressed in this chapter. A related problem is that the quality of mapping information differs across markers. If unreliable markers are included in the mapping process, the overall accuracy of the map is decreased.

Framework maps consider the subset of most useful markers that can be ordered with high confidence. Traditional approaches for building framework maps depend mainly on resampling analysis [20] to iteratively filter out markers that cannot be mapped consistently [42, 43, 45, 51]. Such approaches require repeating the already computationally expensive mapping task for each resampled data set. An alternative approach is presented in [11], using an incremental insertion procedure to add one marker at a time to the current framework. However, the number of markers in the final map is too small and the approach may not guarantee full coverage of the whole chromosome. The procedure extends the current map
from both sides until a stopping criterion is satisfied, which may happen before coverage of the chromosome is achieved.

To overcome these problems, we propose a fast approach for constructing solid framework maps with good coverage for a large number of markers. The idea of the proposed approach is to group markers based on their LOD (Logarithms of odds -base 10) scores. The LOD score [46] was developed as a probabilistic measure for linkage, and has been used consistently throughout the radiation hybrid literature. Using grouping as an initial step is computationally fast and eliminates unreliable markers, which would otherwise reduce the quality of the generated maps [1]. We use agglomerative hierarchical clustering [55], which starts by grouping objects into small clusters and then repeatedly merges neighboring clusters based on a similarity measure to form one big cluster. Overall, hierarchical clustering has been shown to result in high clustering quality [38, 64]. Hierarchical clustering has several benefits in this context. In particular, it allows singletons that represent outlier data points effectively. Furthermore, hierarchical clustering does not require a distance measure that satisfies the properties of a metric. A distance metric has to satisfy the triangle inequality, i.e. A and C cannot be further apart than the sum of the distances from A to B and from B to C. However, in mapping it can happen that some linkage can be observed between markers A and B, and between markers B and C, but no deleted or retained regions extend from marker A to marker C.

Two types of markers can be distinguished that are noisy and cannot be placed reliably. The first type consists of markers far apart from all other markers. These markers fall into singleton groups that are filtered out as they do not have linkage with other markers in the map. The second type consists of markers that are linked with many other markers and it may be possible to map them similarly well into different positions. The grouping helps associate these markers with their most highly linked neighbors. Similarities to other markers, which could otherwise result in unstable maps, are ignored.
The proposed approach builds framework maps by first dividing the markers into several linkage groups and then building a framework for each linkage group. As a second step, we concatenate the constructed framework maps of all groups to form the whole chromosome framework. A polishing step is used to create the final framework map.

2.2. Related Work

Conventional approaches for building skeleton maps by filtering out unreliable markers [43, 51] depend mainly on resampling analysis [20]. Briefly, the process is done in three iterative steps: resampling, mapping, and removing unreliable markers. A skeleton map from only the reliable markers is constructed after filtering out unreliable markers. Applying the mapping step to every resampled population is computationally expensive and scales exponentially with the number of markers to be mapped.

Several software packages provide options for fast alternatives for constructing framework maps [11, 41, 57]. RHMAPPER [57] is one of the commonly used packages, and it uses a hidden Markov model (HMM) [7] to build framework maps. RHMAPPER provides two ways to build framework maps: 1) using external information, such as a known order from genetic mapping for building an initial framework and then growing the framework map by incrementally adding markers, and 2) searching for all available strongly ordered triplets of markers and then combining overlaps between these triplets into a larger framework. Finding the triplets of markers is sensitive to the value of the global parameter FRAMETHRESH and scales poorly to large numbers of markers. RHMAPPER takes several hours for as few as 100 markers. RHMAPPER implements two overlapping mechanisms for assembling the triplets of markers with the goal of merging two consecutive markers. In one strategy a-b-c and b-c-d are merged to a-b-c-d, while in the other a-b-c-d is derived from a-b-c and a-c-d. Once the framework map is constructed, new markers can be added to the framework map by taking each marker and finding its best position, and then keeping the new marker in that position, provided it satisfies some conditions.
Multimap [41] is another package for building framework maps. It builds framework maps in an automated fashion and reduces the amount of user-computer interaction compared to the step-by-step approach that is often used for building maps. Multimap constructs framework maps in three steps: 1) define a solid pair of informative markers, 2) iteratively insert each marker that is not on the framework map in its best position on the framework map, and keep only the set of markers that satisfy some predefined thresholds, and 3) perform some markers order verification to confirm the constructed framework order. Although the Multimap reduces the mapping time compared with the step-by-step approach that serves as comparison method in [41], their reported time for constructing a map for the human Chromosome 21 with 43 markers is a few days. Also, the coverage of the constructed framework maps may not be guaranteed.

A third package is Carthagene [11], which provides several algorithms for ordering a set of markers, i.e. simulated annealing [49], taboo search [10] and LinKernighan heuristic [27]. Carthagene also uses an incremental insertion procedure (Buildfw command) to construct framework maps. The Buildfw command tries to build framework maps as follows: Firstly, an initial set of ordered markers from an external source can be defined as an initial framework; if no such initial framework exists, Carthagene defines the initial framework by finding the triplet of markers that maximizes the difference between the likelihood of the best map and the second best map using only this triplet. Secondly, Buildfw inserts the remaining markers incrementally at each possible interval on the framework map. Buildfw checks two thresholds for each marker insertion, AddThres and KeepThres. AddThres determines if a marker can be inserted in its position on the map or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two insertion positions is greater than the AddThres, then the marker can be inserted on the map in its best interval. The KeepThres is used to determine if the current map with the inserted marker can be used for further steps or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two maps is greater than the KeepThres, then the inserted marker will be kept as a part of the map and will be used for the next mapping.
steps. The Buildfw command may also be adjusted to indicate if post-processing is applied to the markers that cannot be inserted on the framework map. A flag is set to the values of \{0, 1, 2\} to take actions after generating the framework map: 1) Zero, which means no post-processing is applied, 2) One, which means the remaining markers that are not on the framework, are tentatively inserted in their best positions on the constructed framework map and the loglikelihood difference between the best two insertions is reported, and 3) Two, which indicates no framework is built while the same post-processing procedure is applied.

All the previously discussed mapping packages \[11, 41, 57\] use an incremental insertion procedure to extend the initial framework. Adding one marker at a time does not scale well with the number of markers. Moreover, it is recommended that an LOD score of at least 3 is used for building a solid framework map using these packages. However, using such a threshold results in framework maps with only few markers \[2\]. Framework maps that are constructed using these techniques have the additional shortcoming that they may not cover the whole chromosome.

### 2.3. Proposed Approach

The proposed methods for constructing reliable framework maps are performed in three sequential steps. In the first step, we extract the most reliable markers from the data set, and group these markers into clusters in such a way that the markers in the same cluster are closer to each other than those in different clusters. The clustering ensures that the linkage among several markers determines the overall ordering rather than random similarities that may be due to noise. The clustering also speeds up the mapping since mapping algorithms have combinatorial complexity, and the number of markers in each cluster is much smaller than the total. The process of mapping individual clusters can, moreover, be parallelized and be run on multiple compute nodes simultaneously. The second step aggregates the constructed maps of all small clusters to form a complete framework map. In the third step a local improvement method is applied to fill large gaps between
pairs of markers to enhance the overall map. Figure 3 shows the systematic work flow for the proposed approach.

2.4. First Method

In this method, we divide the mapping process into three steps. The first step filters out unreliable markers and groups the initial, large set of markers into smaller subsets while eliminating disconnected markers. Solid maps are constructed for each subset. The second
Algorithm 1 Step 1: Filtering and Mapping

Data: RHData /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data: T /* LOD threshold */
Result: BestMaps /* Map for each cluster */
Clusters = Group (RHData, T)
for each C in Clusters do
    if Count_Markers(C) > 2 then
        (E1, E2) = GetPairWithSmallestLodScore(C)
        BestMap = FindBestMap(C)
        pos1 = FindMarkerPosition(E1)
        pos2 = FindMarkerPosition(E2)
        for each mk in BestMap do
            pos3 = FindMarkerPosition(mk)
            if pos3 Not in between (pos1, pos2) then
                RemoveMarker(BestMap, mk)
            end
        end
        BestMap = GetMapUniquePositions(BestMap)
        BestMap ∈ BestMaps
    end
end
return BestMaps

step merges all framework maps to get the whole chromosome framework map. The third step applies a local improvement method to strengthen the final constructed framework map.

2.4.1. Filtering and Mapping Task

The first step in the proposed method starts by extracting those pairs of markers that have a high LOD score (greater than threshold T). The T threshold is determined by grouping the markers LOD thresholds varying from 12 to 15, and then selecting the T threshold that maximizes the number of groups with at least 3 markers. Then, the extracted markers are grouped into different clusters, where the distance between any two markers in different clusters is larger than the distance between any one marker and its closest other marker in the same cluster. This corresponds to single linkage clustering which is transitive, i.e. if markers A and B are strongly connected and markers B and C as well, then markers A, B and C are grouped together in one cluster.
The RH mapping process is based on the transitivity property. When radiation is applied, deleted or retained segments of DNA are created that may only extend as far as a few markers. Similarity information becomes meaningless beyond the deletion or retention length. In traditional mapping approaches, it was assumed that deletion or retention lengths might only include two or three markers. This is why conventional mapping algorithms are based on the traveling salesman problem, in which the overall length of the final map is calculated based on nearest-neighbor distances. For the high-resolution mapping considered in this manuscript, it is common that more markers fall within a single deletion or retention region, and we are hence able to still observe linkage even after removing noisy markers. However, it is important to recognize that similarity information is only meaningful for distances shorter than the deletion or retention region, and correspondingly that using anything other than nearest-neighbor information is risky.

Based on the transitive linkage assumption, the proposed method extracts large clusters (with at least three markers) to construct the final map. Then, each marker is labeled according to its cluster, and for each cluster we define the boundary by the two markers which are farthest apart. After that, for each cluster, we use the mapping strategy that is discussed in the next paragraph. The details of the proposed process can be seen in Algorithm 1.

2.4.2. Mapping Strategy

We use the Carthagene tool [11] to order markers. As a first step we represent markers that have identical mapping information by a single marker (double markers). Second, we use the build command (heuristic approach) to build an initial map. The build process starts with the pair of most strongly linked markers and inserts the remaining markers incrementally. Third, greedy search is used to enhance the map. Fourth, genetic and simulated annealing algorithms are used to find a better map in case a local improvement exists. Finally, a fixed sliding window is applied to try all permutations within the window and check if a better map can be achieved. Then we remove all inconsistently ordered markers.
Algorithm 2 Step 2: Merging Maps

Data : RHData /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data : T /* LOD threshold */
Data : BestMaps /* BestMaps list */
Result : FWMap /* Merged framework map */

MapsBoundaries=ExtractMapsBoundaries(BestMaps)
MapsBoundariesLabels=AssignLabels(MapsBoundaries)
while Count(MapsBoundaries) > 2 do
    Clusters = Group (MapsBoundaries, T)
    T = T - 2
    for each C in Clusters do
        if Count.Markers(C) > 2 then
            ClusterLabels=GetLabels(MapsBoundariesLabels)
            for i = 1 to Count(ClusterLabels) - 1 do
                (E1, E2) = FindStrongestPair(C)
                M1 = GetMap (E1)
                M2 = GetMap (E2)
                ConnectMaps(M1, M2) ∈ FWMap
                RemoveConnectedBoundaries(MapsBoundaries, E1, E2)
                BoundariesLabels(M1)=BoundariesLabels(M2)
            end
        end
    end
return FWMap

that are mapped outside the cluster boundaries’ positions. Also, to improve the constructed map, we keep only one marker in each unique position. Keeping only one marker of close neighbors reduces the number of locally flipped markers.

2.4.3. Merging the Maps of Clusters

In this step we incrementally concatenate the maps of all clusters to form one framework map. The merging step is done by extracting the boundaries of the maps of all clusters. Using the Carthagene tool, we group these boundaries into clusters starting with a high LOD score and then releasing it in each iteration until all map-boundaries are merged into one cluster. In each iteration, we group the set of current boundaries. Those grouped boundaries from different maps that fall into one cluster are concatenated to form a bigger
map. The grouping process is repeated until all current map-boundaries are in one cluster.

The threshold of grouping is decreased in each iteration by $T$, where the closest maps merge first then the next closest ones and so on.

Our proposed method merges the boundaries of different maps grouped in one cluster by concatenating the strongest pair of markers from two different maps, then concatenating the second strongest pair, and so on until all different maps in the cluster are merged. Figure 4 shows a toy example. Suppose we group the current map boundaries, and maps C1 and C2 are in one group, then we merge maps C1 and C2 into one map. To merge the maps C1 and C2, we find the LOD score between each pair $(M1, M3, 6)$, $(M1, M4, 3)$, $(M2, M3, 2)$, $(M2, M4, 1)$ and then merge the boundaries with the highest LOD value $(M1, M3, 6)$. Algorithm 2 shows the detailed process.

### 2.4.4. Local Improvement

After mapping the markers of each cluster and merging these maps to form the whole map, we expect to find some large gaps between pairs of markers. These gaps can result from merging two far apart clusters. Having such gaps in a map may diminish the overall map quality. Therefore, a local improvement method is used for filling these gaps. Markers that
were left out of the original grouping step are added in this step. The process is explained in Algorithm 3. First, we scan the whole map and identify the weak pairs of markers with an LOD score less than S, where S is the average LOD score of all consecutive pairs of markers in the final map. Then, we find the list of neighbors for each marker in the respective pair. Then, we find the list of neighbors for each marker in that pair. After that, we find the mutual neighbors that connect the pairs with LOD score greater than, S. Finally, we inject the mutual marker into the gap. If we get multiple mutual neighbors, we pick the one for which the LOD score difference is smallest, so that the marker will be placed in the middle of the gap.

Figure 5 shows a toy example that explains the improvement step. Instead of having \((M_2, M_3)\) with LOD score of 2 we insert a new marker \((H)\) between \(M_2\) and \(M_3\). The total map is improved to have \((M_2, H)\) with LOD score of 3 and \((H, M_3)\) with LOD score 4.5. The same applies for the pair \(M_k\) and \(M_{k+1}\).

2.5. Second Method

The second proposed method uses a clustering technique that is based on triplets and bases the framework map construction on those. Only the first step is discussed in detail, since the second and third steps are the same as for Method 1, as discussed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, respectively.

2.5.1. Filtering and Framework Constructing

This step finds the reliable groups of markers, and constructs a framework map for each cluster. The process starts with extracting the solid pairs of markers with a high LOD score, and then grouping these markers into different clusters with low intra-cluster distances and high inter-cluster distances. This method only considers large clusters (with at least three markers) to construct the final map. After labeling all large clusters, a framework map is constructed for each cluster by searching for the most solid combinations of three ordered markers in each cluster. To find such solid triplet markers, we use Carthagene. The Buildfw command in Carthagene finds triplets of markers such that all alternatives orders
Algorithm 3 Step 3: Improvement Method

**Data**: RHData /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
**Data**: S /* LOD threshold */
**Data**: BestMap /* Framework Map */
**Result**: ImpMap /* Improved framework map */

for $i = 1$ to length(BestMap) – 1 do
    if GetLodScore(mrk$_i$, mrk$_{i+1}$) < S then
        N$_1$ = GetNeighbors(mrk$_i$, RHData)
        N$_1$ = Order(N$_1$, ”Descending”)
        N$_2$ = GetNeighbors(mrk$_{i+1}$, RHData)
        N$_2$ = Order(N$_2$, ”Descending”)
        L = GetMutualNeighbors(N$_1$, N$_2$)
        SigMrk = GetConnectorMrk(L, S)
        ImpMap = FillGap(mrk$_i$, mrk$_{i+1}$, SigMrk)
    end
end

return ImpMap.

have a loglikelihood not within a given threshold of the best order. The recommended LOD threshold is 3. After getting a solid triplet of ordered markers for each cluster, we label the first and third markers in each cluster as cluster map boundaries. If Carthagene does not find such a triplet of markers for a cluster, then the cluster boundaries, i.e. the farthest apart two markers, form the clusters’ framework. At the end of this step, we get a framework map of three (or two) markers for each cluster. The details of this process can be seen in Algorithm 4.

2.6. Third Method

This proposed method uses the same pipeline that is discussed in Method 2, Section 3.2, then applies some post-processing steps to extend the framework map that is constructed using Method 2 to get a more complete framework (mapping more markers) as in Method 1. The results in [54] show that Method 2 constructs solid framework maps. However, considering framework maps with only three marker per cluster may result in constructing framework maps with a relative small number of mapped markers. In this proposed method
we use Method 2 to construct framework maps as initial framework maps, and then we iteratively try to extend these framework maps to map as many markers as possible.

Three steps are used to construct the framework maps: The first step groups the set of markers into small clusters and iteratively constructs a framework map for each cluster. The second step merges the constructed framework maps to form the whole chromosome framework map. The third step improves the resulting framework maps. We discuss the first step in detail, while the second and third steps are already discussed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, respectively.

2.6.1. Iterative Framework Constructing

This step starts with the filtering process where only the set of reliable markers are extracted. The Carthogene tool is used to group the markers into smaller groups. Markers
Algorithm 4 Step 1: Filtering and Framework Constructing

Data: RHData /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data: T /* LOD threshold */
Result: BestMaps /* Map for each cluster */

Clusters = Group (RHData, T)

for each C in Clusters do
    if Count_Markers(C) > 2 then
        BestMap = FindBestTripleMrksinOrder(C)
        E1 = GetFirstMarker(BestMap)
        E2 = GetLastMarker(BestMap)
        if BestMap is ∅ then
            (E1, E2) = FindtheWeakestPair(C)
            BestMap = (E1, E2)
        end
        BestMap = GetMapUniquePositions(BestMap)
    end
    BestMap ∈ BestMaps
end

return BestMaps

in each cluster associate with their most highly linked neighbors, and the noisy similarities between markers in one cluster and other markers in a different cluster are ignored. Once the markers are grouped into several clusters, the large clusters with at least three markers are extracted to be considered for framework map construction.

As in Method 2, the best triplet of markers, such that all alternative orders have a loglikelihood not within a given threshold of the best order, is computed for each large cluster. If such a triplet of markers does not exist in a cluster, then the cluster boundaries, i.e. the farthest apart two markers, form that cluster’s framework map and the mapping process ends for that cluster. Otherwise, the solid triplet of markers forms the initial framework map. Up to this point, Method 3 has used the same steps as Method 2. Method 3 then considers each cluster, and attempts to extend the framework, which consists of three markers. This extension process attempts to insert the remaining markers that belong to each cluster into that cluster’s framework map. Iteratively, each marker that is not yet on the framework map
is inserted into each possible interval on the framework map. Two thresholds are checked in each insertion, AddThres and KeepThres. AddThres determines if a marker can be inserted in its position on the map or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two insertion positions is greater than the AddThres, then the marker is considered suitable to be inserted on the map in its best position. The KeepThres is used to determine if the current map can be used for further steps or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two maps is greater than the KeepThres, then the inserted marker will be kept as a part of the framework map and will be used for the next steps. This iterative step extends the initial three markers framework map adding one marker in each iteration. The extension process stops when there is no marker left that is suitable to be inserted.

After constructing the framework map for each cluster, the first and last markers in each cluster framework map are defined as cluster map boundaries. The functionality of getting the solid three markers and the incremental insertion of remaining markers are available in the Carthagene tool. The details of this process can be seen in Algorithm 5.

2.7. Experiments and Results

2.7.1. Datasets

The Human genome radiation hybrid data set is used in this study. The three commonly used standard panels of human radiation hybrids are the G3 [58] and TNG [39] panels produced by Stanford University and the Genebridge 4 [23] panel by the Sanger Center. In this study, we use both the G3 and Genebridge 4 panels where the numbers of individuals are 83 and 93, respectively. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we have selected seven different chromosomes with varying number of markers, showing the performance pattern over the increasing number of markers. Figure 6 shows the selected chromosomes and the number of markers in each chromosome. The choice of these chromosomes is determined by the availability of markers in both radiation hybrid data set and physical marker locations. The physical marker locations are extracted one by one from Ensemble site [30], and the RH data set are downloaded from EMBL-EBI site [3].
Algorithm 5 Step 1: Iterative Framework Constructing

Data : RHData /* NoOfRmk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data : T /* LOD threshold */
Data : AddThres, KeepThres /* Map growing thresholds */
Result : BestMaps /* Map for each cluster */

Clusters = Group (RHData, T) for each C in Clusters do
    if Count_Markers(C) > 2 then
        BestMap = FindBestTripleMarksInOrder(C)
        for each Mrk in C and not in BestMap do
            Mrk_POS = GetBestPosition(Mrk, BestMap)
            if MarkerQuality(Mrk) > AddThres then
                MapAppend(BestMap, Mrk_POS, Mrk)
            end
        end
    end
    (E1, E2) = GetFirstAndLastMarkers(BestMap)
    if BestMap is ∅ then
        (E1, E2) = FindTheWeakestPair(C)
        BestMap = (E1, E2)
    end
    BestMap = GetMapUniquePositions(BestMap)
end
BestMap ∈ BestMaps

return BestMaps

2.7.2. Evaluation of the Approach

Before we start discussing the proposed method and compare it with a state-of-the-art model, Figure 7 shows the results of mapping a few markers using both the proposed approach and a state-of-the-art model. In this figure three maps are drawn for a segment of human Chromosome 1. The Autograph tool [14] is used to visualize the maps. The middle map is the reference map, showing the true physical locations of markers on the chromosome. The left map in the figure represents the map generated using the Carthagene tool, where
all markers are mapped without any filtering. The right map is the map that is constructed for only the set of reliable markers after applying our clustering-based approach.

The maps in Figure 7 illustrate how markers align if all markers are included in the mapping process (left map of Figure 7). It can be seen that the presence of unreliable markers can affect the order of other markers. Note that for the left map in the figure, the order of the seven highlighted markers does not align well with the physical map, if all markers are mapped in one step. On the other hand, our proposed map (right map of the figure) shows that the order of the same seven markers aligns well with the physical map (middle map of the figure) if the mapping process is carried out for only these seven markers.

Figure 8(a) shows the stepwise process of constructing the map for all markers, while Figure 8(b) shows the same process for mapping only the reliable markers. Tracing the map in Figure 8(a) shows that the order of markers does not align well with the true order: many long forward steps are shown to be followed by several backward steps when mapping the reliable markers (highlighted in black cells) instead a sequence of consecutive forward steps as shown in Figure 8(b).
Two metrics are used to measure the quality of the proposed frameworks. The first one is the agreement, considering the number of markers in the proposed framework map that have the same relative order in the physical map. The second measure reflects the coverage of the framework. To measure the coverage of a framework, we use the distance between real positions for the first and last markers in the constructed framework map and divide that distance by the total physical map length.

Using the proposed two metrics, we compare the constructed framework maps with the physical maps of the corresponding chromosomes. Also, we compare the proposed framework maps with frameworks generated using the Carthagene tool. The comparison is done by plotting the predicted position of each marker in the proposed framework map relative to the marker orders in the physical map. The plots in Figures 9 to 15 show how well the proposed framework map orders agree with the physical maps for the seven chromosomes. For each chromosome, four plots are drawn: (a) framework map constructed using the
Figure 8. Neighborhood LOD score matrix for a segment of human Chromosome 1 shows step by step process of constructing the map, (a) for all markers, (b) for the reliable markers. Markers are listed in the matrix according to their true physical order. The first and last markers in the constructed map are highlighted in black oval. The reliable markers are highlighted in black square. The best map alignment would be the one that go form a marker to its closest neighbor as shown in (b).

Carthagene method; (b) framework map constructed using Method 1; (c) framework map constructed using Method 2; and (d) framework map constructed using Method 3. Table 2 shows the comparison of the proposed three methods against the Carthagene method.

For a comparison with Carthagene, we use the Buildfw command for building a solid framework map with the Carthagene recommended LOD score of 3 for both the Adding_threshold and Keeping_threshold parameters [11]. Table 2 shows that our proposed methods substantially outperform Carthagene with regard to the number of markers in the framework maps for all chromosomes, except for Chromosome 11 where only Method 1 outperforms Carthagene. The evaluation of the proposed methods over short chromosomes, i.e. Chromosomes 22, 21 and 20 can be seen in Figures 9, 10 and 11, respectively.
Figure 9. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 22 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.

For Chromosome 20, Carthagene is only able to map 6 markers, while each of our three methods map more than 10 times as many. Figure 11 illustrates this difference. Also, the proposed methods map at least twice as many markers than are mapped using the Carthagene method for both Chromosomes 21 and 22.

With regard to the coverage of the physical maps, our three proposed methods outperform Carthagene for both Chromosomes 20 and 22, and show comparable coverage for Chromosome 21. The agreement percentages of our approach with the physical maps were much higher than the Carthagene framework for Chromosome 22. For Chromosomes 20 and 21, the Carthagene agreement percentages are 100% and 95%, respectively, but the coverage of Chromosome 20 is so low that this result is not useful, and the number of markers in the Chromosome 21 framework map is too small for comparing to our proposed framework maps. Figures 9(a) and 10(a) show a visual representation of the Carthagene framework maps for Chromosomes 22 and 21, respectively, and Figure 11(a) for Chromosome 20, where the partial coverage with the physical maps can be seen clearly along the y-axis in plot 11(a) $2.3 \times 10^7$ to $2.65 \times 10^7$ compared to our proposed maps in plots 11(b, c and d) $0$ to $6.4 \times 10^7$. 
Figure 10. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 21 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.

Figure 11. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 20 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.
Figure 12. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 4 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.

Figure 13. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 15 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.
For Chromosomes 4 and 15, which have more markers, the three proposed methods outperform the Carthagene method regarding the number of mapped markers in the framework maps. While the Carthagene method agreement percentage for Chromosome 4 is 67%, which is higher than the agreement percentages of the three proposed methods, the coverage of the Chromosome 4 is much lower, 16%, than that of our constructed maps with 91%. Figures 12 and 13 show the agreement and coverage of the framework maps constructed for Chromosomes 4 and 15 applying the Carthagene 12(a) and 13(a) and proposed Method 1 (b), Method 2 (c) and Method 3 (d). In Figure 13, the marker orders show an overall good agreement between the physical map and the maps for the proposed three methods, with the exception of some local flipping. The agreement and coverage percentages of our proposed framework maps for Chromosome 15 outperform the Carthagene map. Figure 13(a) shows that the agreement of the Carthagene map does not fit well with the physical map, where a relatively long fragment of the map is flipped around at the end of the map. Also, many markers mapped in the wrong positions. In contrast, all of the three other approaches maps show better alignment with the physical map.

For the longer Chromosomes, 11 and 1, the three methods also outperform the Carthagene method regarding the agreement with the physical maps, the coverage of the chromosomes, and the mapping run time. The constructed framework maps for Chromosome 11 show good agreement with the corresponding physical map, where the accuracies are Method 1, 56%, Method 2, 77% and Method 3, 80%. In contrast, the agreement of the Carthagene map is 45%. The coverage of the Carthagene map for Chromosome 11 is too low, 28%, while the coverage of the proposed methods is more than 75%. Figure 14 provides a visual representation of the constructed framework maps.

The plots in Figure 15 show the results for Chromosome 1. The constructed maps, using our proposed methods, have more markers compared with the framework map constructed using Carthagene, which has 39 markers. Figure 15(a) shows that the Carthagene map has several misordered markers at the beginning of the map, where some markers are
Figure 14. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 11 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.

Figure 15. Original permutation of the markers along the x-axis; predicted marker locations (centiRay) along the y-axis. The four maps are constructed for Chromosome 1 using (a) Carthagene Method, (b) Method 1, (c) Method 2 and (d) Method 3.
assigned to the same position, while they are not in the original ordering. Also some other markers are flipped close their correct ordering at beginning of the map and in the middle of the map. The plots of our proposed approach 15(b, c and d), agree with the physical map for almost all the markers. The coverage of the map generated by Carthagene and our methods is low, less than 50%. However, the coverage of our maps is much higher than the Carthagene map coverage. Plots 11(b, c and d) show our proposed maps coverage extends from \(1.5 \times 10^8\) to \(2.5 \times 10^8\). However, the Carthagene map range is smaller \(1.45 \times 10^8\) to \(1.7 \times 10^8\).
Table 2. Comparison the running time and number of mapped markers in Framework maps generated by Method 1, Method 2, Method 3 and the Carthagene method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome</th>
<th>Carthagene_Method</th>
<th>First_Method</th>
<th>Second_Method</th>
<th>Third_Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chromosome Markers</td>
<td>Mapped Markers</td>
<td>Run Time</td>
<td>Agreement Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0:04:27</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0:04:31</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0:08:25</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0:23:12</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1:28:40</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1055</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>14:52:53</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10:30:53</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.7.3. Run Time Comparison

The proposed approach is designed to be fast and scale well with the number of markers, as the initial set of markers is divided into smaller groups, and each group is initially processed separately. Each of the three steps in our algorithm is designed to be efficient. The first step (filtering and mapping) typically groups hundreds of markers into small clusters in less than a second. The mapping is done on clusters, and even for the largest clusters the number of clusters is small in comparison with the overall number of markers. Figure 16 shows the mapping run time of Carthagene alone for different marker numbers, to illustrate why a divide-and-conquer approach is so efficient for this problem. Parallel processing decreases the overall run time further. If sufficiently many processors are available, the run time for all clusters is bound by the run time for the largest cluster, which consists of a relatively small number of markers compared with the total number of markers. The second step (merging) is done in a few seconds for all chromosomes. Carthagene calculates LOD scores for all pairs of markers upon loading the dataset and gets the marker_pair information ready to use for any further process (i.e. agglomerative grouping). The third step (improvement) takes only a few seconds for getting the neighbors for two markers and finding the mutual neighbors. The total run time for constructing a framework map depends on the number of generated clusters and the total number of compute nodes a user has.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we compared the run time of the proposed methods with the run time of Carthagene. We test the scaling of the methods by mapping different chromosomes with different numbers of markers. We mapped seven chromosomes starting with a short chromosome, Chr. 22, which has 268 markers, and ending with a long Chromosome, Chr. 1, which has 1423 markers.

Table 2 shows the run time for mapping different chromosomes with varying number of markers using our proposed methods against the traditional Carthagene approach. The overall pattern of all methods in Table 2 is the same, where the mapping run time increases with the increasing number of markers in a chromosome and that results in constructing
framework maps with larger numbers of markers. The mapping run times for Chromosome 1 and 11 are larger than the mapping run time for Chromosomes 22 and 21 for all methods. The results show that our three proposed methods outperform the Carthagene approach regarding the mapping run time and greatly reduce the time complexity of mapping all the chromosomes. While Carthagene maps all markers in one step to get a framework map, the three proposed methods use the grouping process to map only a few markers at a time and thus reducing the mapping run time. The run time of the proposed methods is the sum of three parts. The first part, which constructs a framework for each cluster, varies from one method to another. Method 2 has the shortest run time for constructing the framework maps for each cluster. Finding a triplet of ordered markers among a small number of markers in each cluster can be done in seconds. Method 3 takes more time than Method 2 because after finding the solid triplets of markers an extra step is applied to map the remaining cluster’s markers. Method 1 is the most time consuming method among the three proposed methods, where all markers in each cluster are mapped before the process of filtering unreliable markers starts. On the other hand, the second and third parts are the time for merging the framework and improving the final map.

Figure 16. Relationship between No. of markers and mapping complexity in Carthagene.
Traditional approaches for removing unreliable markers [43, 51] are based on resampling and have the complete mapping process built in for all resampled datasets. Such approaches require repeating the time consuming mapping task for each resampled data set. Filtering out unreliable markers for even relatively short chromosomes (i.e. Chromosomes 20, 21 and 22 with only 317, 281 and 268 markers, respectively) is prohibitively a slow task. For our approach, the number of markers in a cluster is never more than 18 for these three chromosomes. The computation time is approximately doubled for each additional 30 markers. That means that a single iteration would take approximately three orders of magnitude longer for the complete chromosome in comparison with the clusters that are ordered in our approach. The resampling approach furthermore requires that mapping is run on multiple samples. For jackknife resampling this would require as many runs as there are individuals, or 83 runs in the case of Chromosome 20. If 5% of the data set, or 16 markers, are to be filtered, one iteration would be necessary for each. Applying the resampling approach for longer chromosomes, i.e. Chromosomes 1 and 11 with larger numbers of markers, would require too many iterations to filter out the unreliable markers to make the approach reasonable. While resampling runs can also be parallelized, any resampling-based approach would clearly take several orders of magnitude longer than our proposed approach.

The run time for neither the RHMapper nor the Multimap packages scales well with the number of markers. RHMapper generates framework maps in two steps: the first step finds the solid triplets markers; the second step assembles the triplets to form framework maps. Finding the set of triplet markers is a time consuming process: a run based on one hundred markers takes several hours, and having more markers increases the run time dramatically [57]. We tried to generate framework maps using the RHMapper package. Three jobs were run on three different machines for the shortest three Chromosomes 20, 21 and 22, and none of the three jobs had completed after 6 days. After that time the jobs had only finished the first step of finding the strong connected triplets markers which took
approximately 7 hours. Using RHMapper to construct framework maps for the remaining longer chromosomes, i.e. Chromosomes 11 or 1 would take a prohibitively long time to complete. The Multimap package takes $n$ steps to construct a framework map of $n$ markers, where all unmapped markers are successively inserted into the current framework map, and if the added marker satisfies predefined conditions then the new marker becomes a part of the current framework. Each time only one marker is added to its best interval in the map, checking all intervals for a large number of markers is a time consuming process. Both packages are far more time consuming than our proposed approach.

2.8. Conclusion

Several fast methods have been proposed for constructing Radiation Hybrid framework maps. Given a large number of markers, the proposed methods aim to select a subset of markers and build a solid framework map. The proposed methods efficiently construct high-quality frameworks by using a divide-and-conquer strategy to construct framework maps. The proposed methods work in three steps: 1) divide the set of markers into smaller subsets and construct a framework map for each subset, 2) merge all framework maps, and 3) polish the map to fill the large gaps. The proposed methods differ in the first step, the way of constructing a framework map for a subset of markers.

The first proposed method constructs maps with larger numbers of markers, while the second method constructs maps with less numbers of markers and higher percentage of agreement. The third method combines the strengths of both the first and second methods, where it constructs maps with large numbers of markers and high agreement percentages.

To validate our methods, we applied them to human radiation hybrid data and compared the framework maps with published physical maps. As a comparison technique we considered the framework maps generated by the Carthagene tool. We used two metrics in the comparison: the agreement between the maps and the coverage of the frameworks. The comparison results show that the proposed methods can produce solid framework maps that have high marker order agreement and good coverage for chromosomes with varying
number of markers. We show that the total computation time is lower than for Carthagene and far lower than for other approaches.

In this chapter, we addressed the process of constructing solid framework maps. However, it is often desirable to construct comprehensive maps that provide information about a larger number of markers. We are currently working on developing an integrated approach for constructing comprehensive maps that integrates the two steps of performing framework mapping and mapping of remaining markers. Traditional approaches map all markers in a single-iteration. However, some markers may disrupt the whole mapping process. Our comprehensive mapping algorithm maps markers incrementally, where in the first step we consider the subset of reliable markers for constructing a solid framework map by applying the exhaustive and heuristic algorithms. Then in the second step, we iteratively map and validate the remaining markers, while excluding problematic markers.
3. ITERATIVE FRAMEWORK RADIATION HYBRID MAPPING

In Chapter 2, a clustering-based approach is discussed and applied for constructing framework maps with only the reliable subset of markers. In Chapter 3, an iterative framework mapping approach is presented for mapping most of the markers by first applying the clustering-based approach that is discussed in Chapter 2 creating a framework map and then incrementally adding the remaining markers.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 briefly introduces the comprehensive mapping problem. Section 3.2 presents the related work in the area of constructing comprehensive maps. In Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 our proposed approach is introduced in detail. Section 3.6 presents the experimental results of the proposed approach, and Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.

3.1. Introduction

Genome maps show the order of markers on the chromosomes of a species and the estimated distances between markers [29]. Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping [21] is a widely used mapping technique in which a chromosome is broken into random fragments using radiation. Then, the presence or absence of a marker is screened to generate a radiation hybrid population. Markers can be genes or any simple short fragments of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) sequence that appear only once in the genome.

The mapping problem can be viewed in analogy to the traveling salesman problem. If the distances between each pair of markers were known exactly, the shortest path that covers all markers would identify the order of markers on the chromosome. Traveling-salesman-based algorithms have been used for this problem for many years [4, 9, 60]. These algorithms assume that the distance information is equally trustworthy for each marker, and that only the distances among a small number of nearest neighbors are meaningful because there would only be a few markers on each fragment. Neither of these assumptions holds well for current experiments that use a large number of markers to produce high-resolution maps. The use
of high-throughput experiments that have higher rates of errors further affects algorithm design.

We present an approach that only uses the most stable markers for creating an initial framework. This framework is then iteratively filled in by less stable markers. The presence of the framework prevents unstable markers from disrupting the overall order of markers.

Figure 17 shows how markers that have a large distance to all others can disrupt the overall ordering as determined using a traveling-salesman-based algorithm (left). Assuming that the correct order is from top to bottom, there are many markers that are covered in reverse order. A better approach, in which only the most reliable markers are considered in the first iteration is shown on the right. In that approach, less reliable markers are added later, when the overall ordering can no longer be disrupted. A further advantage of this approach is that the original mapping is done on a much smaller set of markers and is, thereby, computationally much more efficient. Considering the combinatorial complexity of the traveling salesman problem, this advantage is very important for the construction of high-resolution maps.

Mathematically, the radiation hybrid mapping problem can be described by a $M \times N$ matrix, where $M$ is the number of markers and $N$ is the number of individual organisms in
the mapping population. The presence or absence of each marker in each individual can be seen as a binary attribute that is 1 when the marker is present and 0 when it is absent. The assumption in RH mapping is that deleted and retained chromosome sections, respectively, are substantially longer than the average distance between markers. When that is the case, neighboring markers have higher probability to be retained or lost together than markers that are distant on the chromosome. Physical distances between markers can be calculated on that basis.

Two main types of maps can be constructed using RH mapping: framework maps and comprehensive maps. In framework maps, the subset of the most useful markers is ordered with high confidence. Traditional approaches for constructing framework maps [43, 51] depend on resampling analysis [20]. An alternative approach uses an incremental insertion procedure [11], both approaches are time consuming and do not scale well with the dataset size. A clustering-based approach proposed in [54] constructs framework maps in a short time.

Comprehensive maps identify the order of all markers in a dataset and are typically constructed using heuristic algorithms. Since there are \( n!/2 \) possible marker orderings, even heuristic approaches typically scale exponentially. In the modern high-resolution RH mapping approaches that motivated the proposed algorithm, the number of markers can become very large, making algorithms that scale exponentially unsuitable. In this chapter we address the problem of iteratively constructing comprehensive maps based on a framework map to address the problem of scaling to a large datasets of markers.

A related problem is that when mapping all markers together, including unreliable markers, the accuracy of the constructed maps may be reduced [1]. The traveling salesman problem fundamentally relies on the distances between immediate neighbors, and an unreliable marker can disrupt the overall order. If unreliable markers are placed on the map in the early stages of map construction, other markers will likely be mapped incorrectly. Therefore, for a noisy dataset, limiting mapping to reliable markers first is not only beneficial from a
performance perspective but also in the interest of map quality. Once framework information is known and used, insertion of additional markers no longer depends on nearest-neighbor distances alone, but rather includes global information about the markers that have already been placed.

The Carthagene tool [11] offers a single-iteration approach for constructing a comprehensive map from a framework map by placing unmapped markers in their best-matching interval. One problem with the Carthagene tool is that the constructed maps only have few markers in the final constructed map and that coverage of the chromosome is partial. In addition, the reported best position of the unmapped markers commonly has multiple markers in the same interval, so there is a need for further steps to map the markers in their intervals to build the comprehensive map.

The proposed approach shifts the mapping process from simultaneously ordering a large number of markers to mapping few markers at a time. There are two main tasks: 1) the grouping process, where a large number of markers is divided into small groups, and the second task, 2) the local mapping process, where markers are distributed on the framework map's intervals, and the markers in each interval are mapped separately. Mapping only few markers in each interval can be done in a short time. Figure 17 shows the concept behind using a framework map to map a large number of markers in an efficient way.

Markers are placed in groups based on their LOD (logarithms of odds -base 10) scores [46]. Mapping these groups of markers and merging the constructed maps to form a solid framework map with only reliable markers is fast and was described in [54]. The first step is also parallelizable. The remaining markers are iteratively mapped based on the framework map constructed in the first step. The stability of the remaining markers is checked twice. Only markers that can be mapped reliably, given the framework map, are considered to be added to the map. This further improves the overall stability of the map.
3.2. Related Work

Several software packages have been proposed for constructing radiation hybrid maps [11, 41, 52, 57]. RHMapper package [57] constructs framework maps in two steps: 1) extracting all possible strongly connected triplet of marker, and 2) combining the triplet of markers based on the overlapping between triples. The algorithm of the RHMapper package does not scale well with the number of markers. For instance, extracting marker triplets from one hundred markers takes several hours, in addition to the time needed for the overlapping step to assemble all marker triplets.

Another common package is Multimap [41]. This package constructs framework maps by starting with the strongest connected pair of markers and then iteratively adding one marker at a time. This process does not guarantee construction of a solid framework that covers the whole chromosome.

The Carthagene tool [11] provides multiple approaches for constructing comprehensive and framework maps and several algorithms have been implemented to order markers, such as simulated annealing [49], taboo search [10] and LinKernighan heuristic [27]. Carthagene also provides a nearest neighbor stepwise marker insertion method (pattern expansion algorithm) for ordering markers from scratch.

The Buildfw command is an incremental insertion procedure provided by Carthagene that tries to build a good framework map and may also be adjusted to do some post-processing steps to build a comprehensive map. This command works as follows: First, it builds a framework map starting by selecting a triplet of markers where the difference between the likelihood of the best map and the second best map that can be built with these three triplet of markers is the greatest. Secondly, the command inserts the remaining markers incrementally at each possible position. Two thresholds are checked in each insertion, AddThres and KeepThres. AddThres determines if a marker can be inserted in its position on the map or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two insertion positions is greater than the AddThres, then the marker can be inserted on the map in its best position.
The KeepThres is used to determine if the current map can be used for further steps or not. If the loglikelihood difference between the best two maps is greater than the KeepThres, then the inserted marker will be kept as a part of the map and will be used for the next steps.

The Buildfw command uses a flag to indicate if post-processing is applied to the markers that cannot be inserted on the framework map, the values of the flag are: 1) Zero, which means no post-processing is applied, 2) One, which means the remaining markers, not on the framework, are tentatively inserted in their best positions on the constructed framework map and the loglikelihood difference between the best two insertions is reported, and 3) Two, which indicates no framework is built while the same post-processing procedure is applied.

The main drawback of the Buildfw command is that the number of markers on the constructed framework map is too small with an incomplete coverage of the chromosome. Adjusting the Buildfw command to build comprehensive maps using the constructed framework maps (with partial coverage and few markers) does not help building good comprehensive maps. Moreover, a large number of markers will be just reported with their best intervals on the framework map without mapping on their intervals. The results in [54] show that the constructed framework maps discard too many markers from the final maps and cover the chromosomes partially. Using these poor framework maps with only few intervals between framework markers, and a large number of remaining markers to be mapped, results in reporting large numbers of markers in each interval, and thus is slow when mapping the large number of markers in the intervals.

3.3. Proposed Approach

The proposed approach constructs comprehensive maps in two steps: 1) the first step constructs a framework map, where only the most reliable subset of markers is extracted and grouped together into several groups; then a map is constructed for each group of markers; and finally the groups’ maps are combined to form a solid framework map. Figure 18 shows...
Figure 18. Illustrates the proposed approach, first step constructing a framework map; second step iteratively adding the remaining markers. The resulting framework map of an iteration will be used for insertion of the remaining loose markers in the next iteration.

the systematic workflow for the first step in our proposed approach. Mapping only the reliable set of markers in this step helps reduce the effect of the noisy markers. Moreover,
building a framework map divides the whole chromosome map into small fragments so the remaining markers can be mapped locally in these fragments. 2) The second step builds a comprehensive map for all the markers based on the constructed framework map in the first step. Building the comprehensive map starts by extracting the remaining markers, i.e. the markers not on the framework, and then finding the best interval for each marker on the framework map. After adding the markers in their best intervals, a local mapping process for these intervals is applied to place the reliable markers in their best positions. The local mapping process extends the current framework map for the next iterations, and filters out unstable markers from their intervals. The second step is repeated until all markers are mapped on the framework map. Figure 18 shows the systematic workflow for one iteration in the second step, where the resulting framework in an iteration will be used to map the remaining markers in the next iteration. Dividing the chromosome’s map into intervals and then mapping markers in each interval helps to reduce the computational complexity and mapping time.

3.4. Framework Map Method

To produce a solid framework map in a short time, we used the clustering approach proposed in [54]. The clustering approach constructs reliable framework maps in three sequential steps: First, the mapping process starts with filtering out unreliable markers to find the subset of the most reliable markers that can contribute on the framework map; then these reliable markers are grouped into smaller subsets. A framework map is constructed for each small subset. The second step combines the constructed frameworks to form the whole framework map. The third step polishes the framework by adding significant markers to the framework to strengthen the final framework map. Algorithm 6 shows the workflow for the clustering approach.

3.4.1. Filtering and Mapping Task

This task is divided into two tasks: the first task filters out unreliable markers and the second task maps the reliable markers. Initially, the whole set of markers is grouped into
several clusters. The single linkage clustering method is used to group close markers together in separate clusters. The grouping process helps filter out unreliable markers where only the reliable markers that belong to large clusters i.e. with 3 markers at least, are considered for the framework construction process.

The mapping task is done for each cluster of markers separately. The Carthagene tool is used to extract the most solid combinations of three ordered markers in each cluster to form the cluster’s framework. The Buildfw command is used to find the triples of markers such that all alternative orders have a loglikelihood not within a given threshold of the best order. The recommended LOD threshold is three. However, if such a triplet does not exist in a cluster, then the cluster edges form the framework for that cluster. Constructing the framework maps for all clusters can be done in a short time as clusters can be mapped on multiple computing nodes in parallel.

3.4.2. Merging the Maps of Clusters

After constructing a framework map for each cluster, the merging procedure aggregates all framework maps to form the final framework map that covers the whole chromosome. The merging process starts by extracting the edges of each framework map and then grouping them incrementally. In each group of edges, the strongest framework maps’ edges are connected and then the next strongest edges and so on until all framework maps’ edges in that cluster are connected.

3.4.3. Local Improvement

Merging all framework maps may cause some large gaps between markers from two different clusters. The goal of this step is to strengthen the final map by filling these gaps with markers. The final map is scanned to identify the large gaps i.e. pairs of markers with LOD score less than a threshold, and then a selected mutual neighbor marker for both marker pairs is appended to the framework. If we get multiple mutual neighbors, we pick the one for which the LOD score difference is the smallest, so that marker will be placed in the middle of the gap.
Algorithm 6 Step 1: Framework Mapping Construction

Data : \( RHData \) /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data : \( T \) /* LOD threshold */
Result : \( FW \) /* Framework Map */

/* Filtering and Mapping Task */
Clusters = Group \((RHData, T)\)
FWs = \(\emptyset\)
for each \( C \) in Clusters do
    if \( \text{CountMarkers}(C) > 2 \) then
        FW = FindBestTripleMrksinOrder\((C)\)
        if FW is \(\emptyset\) then
            FW = ExtractClusterEnds\((C)\)
        end
        FWs.append\((FW)\)
    end
end

/* Merging clusters Maps Task */
FW_Ends = ExtractFWsEnds\((FWs)\)
while \( \text{Count}(FW\_Ends) > 2 \) do
    Ends_Clusters = Group \((FW\_Ends, T)\)
    for each \( EC \) in Ends_Clusters do
        incrementallyConnectAllEdges\((EC)\)
    end
    FW_Ends = ExtractFWsEnds\((FWs)\)
end

/* Local Improvement Task */
Gaps = FindGaps\((FW)\)
for each \( G \) in Gaps do
    mrks = ExtractGapEnds\((G)\)
    mrk = FindMutualNeighbor\((mrks)\)
    FW.append\((G, mrk)\)
end
return \( FW \)

3.5. Comprehensive Map Method

After mapping the most reliable markers in the framework step, we incrementally map the remaining markers of the dataset on the framework map to build a solid comprehensive map. The proposed iterative method works as follows: first, we find the best interval on the framework map for each unmapped marker. Second, we find the best position for each
marker in its pre-defined interval on the framework. Third, we filter out unreliable markers and map them in the next iterations. Algorithm 7 shows the pseudocode for this procedure.

3.5.1. Identifying Markers Intervals

Initially, the set of unmapped markers is extracted from the whole dataset. Then each of these unmapped markers is inserted in all possible intervals on the framework map. The best possible insertion interval is reported for each marker based on the relations between the inserted marker with its neighboring markers. The process of finding the best intervals is available in the Carthagene tool. Two inputs are used to run the Carthagene tool: 1) the pre-defined framework map and 2) the unmapped set of markers. The Carthagene output file is parsed to extract the best interval for each marker. Running this process for all unmapped markers results in placing one or multiple markers in some interval.

3.5.2. Placing Markers

This step identifies the best position for each marker inside its best interval on the framework map. Placing multiple markers on a framework interval needs further steps to identify the exact location for each marker. The Carthagene tool has some heuristic algo-
rithms for building maps, and some other improvement methods to enhance the constructed maps. To find the best possible position for each marker, a map is constructed for the markers inside each interval in addition to the two outer and two inner ends of that interval, using the Carthagene tool. All markers that are mapped inside the two outer and two inner interval ends are appended to the framework map interval in their best positions. However, the markers that are mapped out of the two inner and two outer interval ends are filtered out and are considered unstable markers. For the intervals with only one marker inside, that marker is appended to the framework directly. For instance if some markers are assigned on the interval x in the framework map FW:<a, b, {interval x}, c, d>, where b and c are the inner interval ends, and a and d are the outer ends then after mapping the markers on interval x, we only accept the list of ordered marker that satisfy the condition: a, b, <amarkers list>, c, d, any other marker that does not satisfy the condition will be filtered out. Figure 19 shows the process of filtering unreliable markers.

Ordering markers for each framework map interval is done following the mapping procedure used in [32, 33, 54]. The mapping procedure starts by merging markers with identical mapping information, and then building an initial map applying the pattern expansion algorithm. After that the taboo and simulated annealing search algorithms are applied for enhancing the constructed map. A fixed-length sliding window is applied to check all possible permutations of markers.

3.5.3. Filtering Unreliable Markers

Finally, after appending all stable markers in their best positions, the markers on the first and last interval of the framework are double-checked and trimmed in case the markers do not have good connections with neighboring markers. Markers inserted and mapped at the edges of the framework are checked with only the inner or outer interval ends and that makes the double-check task at the end of this process necessary. The current resulting framework map is used to map the remaining markers in the next iteration. This
Algorithm 7 Step 2: Iterative Framework Mapping

Data : RHData /* NoOfMrk by NoOfIndv matrix */
Data : FW_Map /* Framework Map */
Result : Ch_Map /* Comprehensive map */

$L_mks$=GetUnmappedMrks(FW_Map, RHData) while $L_mks > 0$ do

/* Identifying Markers Intervals */
for each $mk$ in $L_mks$ do
  $Mrks_{Int}$=FindBestInterval($mk$, FW_Map)
end

/* Placing Markers */
for each $Interval$ in $Mrks_{Int}$ do
  $mrks$=GetMarkersIn($Interval$
  if $Count_Mrks(mrks) > 1$ then
    $InnerEnds$=GetInnerEnds($Interval$
    $OuterEnds$=GetOuterEnds($Interval$
    $MrksBestPositions$=MapMrksInterval ($InnerEnds$, $mrks$, $OuterEnds$
    $InnerEndsPOSs$=GetPositions($InnerEnds$
    $OuterEndsPOSs$=GetPositions($OuterEnds$
    for each $mk$ in $mrks$ do
      $MrkPOS$=GetBestPosition($mk$
      if $MrkPOS$ between $InnerEndsPOSs$ and $OuterEndsPOSs$ then
        $FW_{Map}$= Append($Interval$, $MrkPOS$, $mk$
      end
    end
    if $CountNoofMrks(mrks)==1$ then
      $FW_{Map}$=Append($Interval$, $MrkPOS$, $mk$
    end
  end

/* Filtering Unreliable Markers */
$FW_{Map}$=TrimUnreliableMrksEdges($FW_{Map}$
$L_mks$=GetUnmappedMrks($FW_{Map}$, RHData)
end

$Ch_{Map}$=$FW_{Map}$.

return $Ch_{Map}$.

iterative process continues until all markers are inserted into the previous framework and a comprehensive map is constructed.
3.6. Experiments and Results

3.6.1. Datasets

The proposed approach is tested on real RH datasets from two common standard panels of human radiation hybrids data: Genebridge 4 panel by the Sanger center and the G3 panels produced by Stanford University. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we picked six different chromosomes with varying number of markers, showing the performance pattern over the increasing of markers number. Figure 20 shows the selected chromosomes and the number of markers in each chromosome. The choice of markers in each chromosome is determined by the availability of markers in both the radiation hybrid dataset and NCBI RH map. The physical marker locations are extracted from the Ensemble site [30], and the RH data set are downloaded from EMBL-EBI site [3].

3.6.2. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we compared the run time of the proposed approach with the run time of using Carthagene. We test the scaling of
the algorithms by mapping different Chromosomes with different numbers of markers. We mapped six chromosomes starting with the shortest chromosome, Chr. 22, which has 237 markers, and ending with the longest Chromosome Chr. 1, which has 1019 markers.

Figure 21 compares the run time for mapping different chromosomes using our proposed approach (IFWM) against the traditional Carthagene approach. In the Carthagene run we map all markers together to get a comprehensive map without the intermediate step of a framework map. Carthagene framework maps have insufficient coverage of the chromosome, as demonstrated in [54], and there is no direct mechanism for iteratively augmenting them to comprehensive maps, so we did not consider those in the comparison.

To be fair for the comparison, we restricted the input for the Carthagene tool to the markers that are mapped by our proposed approach. The results show that our approach outperforms the Carthagene approach regarding the mapping run time for all the chromosomes. Mapping markers on Chromosome 1 (1019 markers) took around 44 hours to get
the final comprehensive map. We tried to build a comprehensive map for that chromosome using the Carthagene tool installed in our high computing clusters. The job was assigned the maximum allowed running time which is two weeks. After two weeks of running the job had been aborted for exceeding the allowed running time. Our proposed approach is much faster, as expected, since both the framework map construction, and the iterative mapping of additional markers are done on much smaller sets of markers than for Carthagene.

The results of the proposed approach maps along with the maps generated using the Carthagene tool are shown graphically in Figures 22-27. The plots show the original permutation of the markers along the x-axis, while the predicted map permutation is shown on the y-axis. For each chromosome except Chromosome 1, two plots are drawn: the traditional Carthagene approach on the left side, and the proposed approach (IFWM) on the right.

For both Chromosomes 20 and 22, the proposed approach outperforms the Carthagene approach. Figure 22 shows that the proposed comprehensive map for Chromosome 20 agrees with the physical map for almost all markers, while the agreement of the traditional Carthagene map does not fit well for those markers ordered on the boundaries of the map. For Chromosome 22, Figure 23, the agreement of our proposed map with the physical map is high, while the traditional Carthagene map does not agree with the physical map for those markers on the tail of the map. Furthermore, some markers that do not belong to the same positions are assigned with the same positions and that results in a map with smaller number of positions.

For Chromosomes 4 and 15, which have more markers, the constructed maps show better agreement with the corresponding physical map comparing to the Carthagene maps. Figure 24 shows the maps for Chromosome 4, mapping markers on the first map fragment of both approaches is flipped. However, the length of the flipped fragment of the traditional Carthagene map is much longer comparing with the length of the flipped fragment of our proposed approach. Figure 25 shows the maps for Chromosome 15, the agreement of both
Figure 22. Constructed maps for Chromosome 20.

Figure 23. Constructed maps for Chromosome 22.
the traditional Carthagene method and the proposed method with the physical map is comparable. However, the number of positions of the traditional Carthagene map is smaller than the number of markers.

For the longer Chromosomes, 11 and 1, our proposed approach outperforms the Carthagene approach. Figure 26 shows the traditional Carthagene map for Chromosome 11 with 400 different positions, while the physical map and our proposed map have 650 different positions and that means the Carthagene assigned several markers with the same positions. We tried to build a comprehensive map for Chromosome 1 using the Carthagene tool, but the job was aborted because it exceeded the allowed run time. Figure 27 shows the agreement of the proposed map for Chromosome 1 using our proposed approach with the physical map.

The traditional Carthagene approach relies on nearest neighbors and local search strategies to build maps and some noisy markers may disrupt the overall order. On the other hand, the proposed approach takes advantage of the marker information that have
Figure 25. Constructed maps for Chromosome 15.

Figure 26. Constructed maps for Chromosome 11.
already been mapped to build more accurate maps than the traditional approach maps. Overall, Figures 22-27 show that our maps are more accurate than the maps constructed using Carthagene.

The accuracy of the maps generated using the proposed approach depends mainly on the accuracy of the constructed framework in the first step. Using the clustering approach, the most reliable markers are selected first to form a solid framework map. All the remaining markers are mapped based on the intervals on the framework map, applying interval boundaries constraints to check the stability of markers to filter out unreliable markers, and keeping the reliable markers for the next iterations. Also the iterative step of mapping the remaining markers helps keep the most unstable markers to be mapped in the last iterations, so these markers do not affect the mapping of other markers, thus reducing the probability of cumulative errors.
3.7. Conclusion

A fast method for constructing comprehensive maps has been proposed in this chapter. Given a large dataset of markers, the proposed method works in two steps: The first step builds a solid framework map using the most reliable subset of markers. This step is done by grouping markers into several smaller groups, then building a framework for each small group, and finally combining these frameworks to form the whole framework map. A polishing method is applied to strengthen the final constructed framework map.

The second step iteratively appends other markers in their best positions to form a comprehensive map. This process starts by finding the best interval on the framework map for each unmapped marker, then finding the exact best position for the marker inside its interval, and finally removing loosely inserted markers in the final map. The process stops when all markers are inserted on the framework to form a comprehensive map.

To validate the proposed method, we applied it with several human chromosomes radiation hybrid dataset. The constructed maps showed high agreement between maps generated by our approach and the physical maps for the corresponding chromosomes. We also compared our approach maps with Carthagene maps. The comparison showed that our approach can produce comprehensive maps with better agreement than the Carthagene approach. Moreover, the run time for our proposed approach is much lower than the run time for generating maps using the Carthagene.
4. A NOISE-AWARE METHOD FOR BUILDING RADIATION HYBRID MAPS

In Chapter 3, we discussed the iterative framework mapping approach for constructing comprehensive maps for most of the markers. The maps were constructed by building a framework and then iteratively adding the remaining markers. In this chapter, we propose a new approach that recognizes that the focus on nearest-neighbor distances that characterizes the traveling-saleman model, is no longer appropriate for the large number of markers in modern high-resolution mapping experiments. The proposed approach splits the mapping process into two levels, where the higher level only operates on the most stable markers of the lower level. A divide and conquer strategy, which is applied at the lower level, removes much of the impact of noise. Because of the high density of markers, only the most stable representatives from the lower level are then used at the higher level. The groupings within the lower level are so small that exhaustive search can be used. Markers are then mapped iteratively, while excluding problematic markers. The results for RH mapping dataset of the human genome show that the proposed approach can construct high-resolution maps with high agreement with the physical maps in a comparatively very short time.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 introduces comprehensive mapping problems. Section 4.2 presents the related work in the area of constructing comprehensive maps. In Section 4.3 our proposed approach is discussed in detail. Section 4.4 presents the experimental results of the proposed approach, and Section 4.5 concludes the chapter.

4.1. Introduction

Genome maps show the linear order of genes or unique short fragments of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) sequence, known as markers, and the distance between them along a chromosome. Radiation Hybrid (RH) mapping [21] is a widely used mapping technique for generating physical maps. The basic hypothesis in RH mapping is that radiation fails to separate close markers in a chromosome. Thus, the closer the markers are on a chromosome,
the more likely they are to be retained or lost together. The LOD (logarithms of odds -base 10) scores [46] is widely used to measure similarity between a pair of markers [11, 22, 54].

The construction of robust high-resolution maps is important in genome sequencing of large genomes, and especially those with a large fraction of repetitive DNA, as is the case for plants [29]. For the large number of markers that are used in high-resolution mapping, many markers can be expected to be within any one deleted portion of the chromosome. That means the overall ordering can be reconstructed based on a small fraction of the original markers. On the other hand, the total number of markers that have to be mapped is large. There are \( n! / 2 \) possible marker orderings to evaluate in order to find the best order. Even heuristic approaches are too inefficient for the large number of markers under consideration. We use a divide-and-conquer approach where the set of markers is broken into several small groups of related markers, to which exhaustive search can be applied. Performance is not the only motivation for using a divide-and-conquer strategy. Quality is actually improved by using the collective information of the marker groups rather than relying on distance information at the level of individual markers.

Traditionally, the mapping problem has been viewed in analogy to the symmetric unidimensional wandering salesman problem [11, 43]. Traveling-salesman-based algorithms have been used for this problem for many years [4, 9, 60]. Typically, building maps for a large number of markers is done by applying heuristic algorithms. However, even the runtime of heuristic approaches typically scales exponentially with the number of markers. In the modern high-resolution RH mapping approaches that motivated the proposed approach, the number of markers can become very large, making these heuristic algorithms unsuitable to be applied directly.

Even more importantly, when there are many markers within the range of any one deletion, but some of them are unreliable, the true ordering may not minimize the nearest neighbor distances. Excluding unstable markers is one approach for dealing with this problem and has been used across the framework mapping literature [11, 20, 51]. Using clustering as
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Figure 28. Toy example illustrating the mapping process as a travel salesman problem (left) and using the proposed approach (right).

A way of maximizing with-group similarities while minimizing between-group similarities is another approach that we have used in the past [54, 53].

The proposed method constitutes a unified approach, in which markers are clustered into small linkage groups. Each linkage group consists of strongly connected markers. Because of the use of collective neighborhood information in the clustering process, the effect of noisy markers is reduced.

Figure 28 shows how a traveling-salesman-based algorithm (left) generates a map when some markers with large distances to all others are involved in the mapping process. Assuming that the correct order is from top to bottom, there are some markers that disrupt the overall ordering as they are covered in reverse order. Our proposed approach is shown on the right, in which only neighboring markers with short distances among them are considered in each cluster. While the noisy connections between markers from different clusters are removed; mapping these clusters separately, and then connecting the maps of the clusters
results in higher-quality maps. Not only is the map quality is improved, but performance is also increased by at least 7 orders of magnitude.

4.2. Related Work

In the literature, several software packages have been used for constructing framework radiation hybrid maps [11, 41, 57]. RHMapper package [57] constructs framework maps in two steps: 1) dividing the markers into triplets and finding all the strongly connected triplets. 2) Based on the overlapping between the triplets, combining these triplets and report the fully connected framework map. This package can be used to map a small set of markers. However, it does not scale well with the number of markers. For instance, mapping a hundred markers takes several hours, and the runtime increases dramatically with the increasing number of markers [57].

Another common package for constructing framework maps is Multimap [41]. This package constructs framework maps as follows: 1) find the strongest connected pair of markers as an initial map. 2) Iteratively place one marker at a time in its best position, then keep that marker in its position if some predefined conditions are satisfied. This process does not guarantee construction of a solid framework that covers the whole chromosome. Also, the process of mapping one marker at a time does not work well for large numbers of markers.

The Carthagene tool [11] provides methods for constructing framework maps and comprehensive maps, as well. A framework map can be constructed using the incremental insertion procedure, the Buildfw command. This procedure works as follows: First, divide the markers into triplets and find a triplet of markers such that the difference between the likelihood of the best map and the second best map that can be built with this triplet of markers is the greatest. Second, insert each of the remaining markers at each possible position and check the quality of that marker in its position and the quality of the map including that marker, if both conditions are satisfied then, keep the marker in its position as a part of the framework map. The results in [54] show that the constructed framework
maps using this procedure discard too many markers from the final maps and cover the
chromosomes partially.

The incremental insertion procedure, Buildfw, can also be used to build comprehen-
sive maps by setting the post processing flag to the value 2. The constructed comprehensive
map relies on the framework map. Adjusting the Buildfw command to build comprehensive
maps using the constructed framework maps (with partial coverage and few markers) does
not help building good comprehensive maps. Moreover, a large number of markers will be
just reported with their best intervals on the framework map without the exact position of
each marker on its interval.

Carthagene implements some heuristics building procedures for constructing initial
comprehensive maps by connecting strongly neighboring markers together. Then, several
heuristic algorithms are used to validate and improve the initial maps. The simulated
annealing [49], taboo search [10] and LinKernighan heuristic [27] are used to find a map with
a better loglikelihood over an initial map. These algorithms have been used to construct
several maps in [31, 33, 53].

All the previous packages [11, 41, 57] map markers in a single-level. In [53], we
developed the Iterative Framework Mapping approach for building markers in two levels.
In the higher level, the most stable markers are used to construct a solid framework map.
Then, in the lower level, the less stable markers are iteratively filled in the framework.

The constructed maps using the two-level approach depend mainly on the higher
level where a framework map is constructed. Finding solid three markers from each group
of markers to build a solid framework map may result in mapping only a small portion
of the markers in the framework map. Also, using that framework map with a limited
number of intervals to map the remaining markers results in discarding many markers from
the constructed comprehensive map. Constructing a framework map with larger number of
markers results in mapping more markers on the final comprehensive map, where a larger
number of intervals will be available to map the remaining markers.
4.3. Proposed Approach

The proposed approach divides the mapping process into two levels, and each level consists of several steps. The proposed approach uses exhaustive search in the first level, which results in building several solid short fragments of maps. Then heuristics methods are applied to merge these fragments to build a framework map. In the second level, the proposed approach extends the framework map to build a comprehensive map. The major steps of the proposed approach shown in Figure 29 include:

4.3.1. Markers Filtering

In this step, we remove the markers that do not contribute with the mapping process, the flat markers. The filtering process is started with calculating pairwise distance for all pairs of markers. This calculation can be done upon uploading the data to Carthagene. Then, all of these groups of identical markers with a distance zero are identified. For each identified group, a random marker is taken as a delegate marker while all the other markers are removed from the dataset. Mapping only a few delegate markers instead of a large number of identical markers helps decrease the runtime and the resources needed for the mapping tasks.

After filtering out all the identical markers, we group the remaining markers. We remove all those singleton groups because those singleton markers are far away from the other markers and therefore do not contribute to the constructed map. Figure 30 shows a toy data before and after applying the filtering process.

4.3.2. Markers Grouping

In this step, markers are divided into groups based on their LOD scores. We use agglomerative hierarchical clustering [55], which starts by considering each marker as a singleton cluster, and then pairs of clusters are merged, recursively until all markers are merged into one cluster. We use the single linkage metric to merge the neighboring clusters to build the connectivity dendrogram, where clusters are merged by the shortest distance between two markers from two different clusters. Tracing the dendrogram in a bottom
1) Markers Filtering:
   1.1. Removing singletons.
   1.2. Choosing delegate markers.

2) Markers Grouping:
   For each small Linkage Group:
   2.1. Mapping Linkage Group Markers.
   2.2. Finding a representative marker.
   2.3. Finding Linkage Group Edges.

3) Framework Mapping:
   3.1. Mapping representative markers
   3.2. Merging Linkage Groups’ maps.

4) Framework Map Extending:
   Iteratively:
   4.1. Mapping markers to the map.
   4.2. Verification, removing problematic markers.

5) Comprehensive Mapping:
   5.1. Attaching identical markers to their delegate markers.

Figure 29. Illustrates the proposed approach.
Figure 30. Toy example shows dataset before and after applying the filtering process: a) data before filtering, where the singleton markers are shown in squares while the identical groups are grouped in rectangle frames. b) Data after filtering, delegate markers are the empty circles.

up way shows the similarity between markers, where the closest markers will be grouped together in the leaf nodes. Dividing the markers into smaller groups and working on each group separately, with only a few markers, will further reduce the complexity of the mapping and will ignore the noisy similarities to other markers.

We find all the strongly linked groups of markers within a range of 5 to 9 markers by tracing the dendrogram from the leaf nodes and go up one level at a time until we find up to 9 markers grouped together. Then, for each of these groups we construct a solid map, define the representative marker and find the edges; these steps are explained in detail in this section.

- Mapping Linkage Groups Markers:

To map an identified group of markers, we perform an exhaustive search of all possible marker orders for the best map. In each permutation the constructed map is checked with the best known map, if the permutation’s map has a better loglikelihood then that permutation’s map will be saved as the best map. At the end of this step, the proposed approach will find the best map for each identified group of markers.
• Finding Representative Markers:

In this step, after finding the best map for each group of markers, we connect these maps to build a framework map. To merge these maps, we simplify the mapping process further by finding one representative marker for each short map. Then, we map these representative markers to construct a framework map. To find a representative marker in a group, we measure the reliability of each marker in that group, and then we take the most reliable marker as a representative marker for that group.

We build the $m \times m$ neighborhood matrix for each linkage group of markers, where $m$ is the number of markers. We use the best $k$ maps, e.g. $k=9$, that are generated as discussed in Section 4.3.2 to construct the neighborhood matrix. We initialize all elements in the neighborhood matrix to zero. Then, we go over all the $k$ maps and check the neighborhood relationship between paired ordered markers $(M_i, M_j)$ for the best map, and we increment both indexes $(i, j)$ and $(j, i)$ in the neighborhood matrix by 1 each time the pair $(M_i, M_j)$ appear next to each other. After parsing all the $k$ maps, we normalize the neighborhood matrix values by dividing each value by the number of maps, $k$.

The resulting matrix will indicate the stability of neighbors in the best 9 maps. Looking at the constructed neighborhood matrix, the representative marker will be the marker $M_i$, where the ordered pair $(M_i, M_j)$ has the maximum value in the neighborhood matrix. If there are many pairs of markers having the same maximum value, we choose the pair that is mapped in the middle of the best map. This set of representative markers from all groups will be used later to build a framework map. A toy example is shown in Figure 31.

• Finding Linkage Group Edges:

In this step, we find the most reliable two edge markers for each group’s map. We use the same neighborhood matrix as in Section 4.3.2 to find these edges. Using the
best map as a reference, we consider the reliable edges to be those markers that have values greater than 0.5 with their next closest neighbors. We start checking one end of the map and go in the opposite direction until we find a reliable marker with good relationship with its next neighbor greater than 0.5. We do the same for the other end. Figure 31 shows a toy example, where the connectivity between the two ends is 0.6 for the pair M1, M2 and 0.8 for the pair M4, M3, so we choose M1 and M4 as the map’s edges. We will use these two edges to merge the consecutive groups’ maps after knowing the best place for each map.
4.3.3. Framework Mapping

Until this point, we have constructed several separate short maps. To build a map for the whole dataset, we need to integrate all these maps together and form a framework map. To generate a framework map, we map the set of representative markers for all the constructed groups as follows: first, we build an initial map using the pattern expansion algorithm. Second, we use the local improvement algorithms: 1) the taboo search and 2) simulated annealing algorithm to enhance the constructed map. Third, we use a fixed sliding window to check all permutations within the window size and enhance the map if a better map is achieved. Fourth, we try to place each marker in all possible intervals and check map improvement. All these algorithms are implemented in the Carthagene tool [11] and have been used in several studies [1, 13, 15, 56].

After constructing a map from those representative markers, the linkage groups markers are integrated to the map. The integration process is processed as follows: 1) connect the strongest edges of consecutive linkage group maps based on the similarity between the edges. 2) Place the markers in their positions based on the maps of the linkage groups.
4.3.4. Framework Map Extending

In this step, we try to map the remaining markers using the framework map that is constructed in Section 4.3.3. The mapping process is done iteratively. In each iteration, we find the best interval for each marker on the framework map, and then add each marker in its best interval. After that, we use the mapping strategy that is explained in Section 4.3.3 to map each interval separately; all the mapped markers inside the boundaries of their intervals will be placed on the map, while the remaining unstable markers will be removed from the map. This process is repeated until all markers are mapped on the framework map. The detailed process is explained in Chapter 3.
4.3.5. Comprehensive Mapping

The final step in the proposed approach is to include all the flat markers identified in Section 4.3.1. We go through the map and find the delegate markers. Then, the position of delegate is assigned to each flat marker associated with the delegate.

4.4. Experiments and Results

The human genome radiation hybrid data set is used in this study. The three public standard panels of human radiation hybrids that are commonly used are the G3 [58] and TNG [39] panels produced by Stanford University and the Genebridge 4 [23] panel by the Sanger Center. In this study, we use the Stanford G3 panel where the number of individuals is 93. To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, we have selected 8 different chromosomes with varying number of markers, showing the performance pattern over the increasing number of markers. Figure 6 shows the selected chromosomes and the number of markers in each chromosome. The choice of these chromosomes is determined by the availability of markers in both radiation hybrid data set and physical marker locations. The physical marker locations are extracted from the Ensemble site [30], and the RH data set are downloaded from the EMBL-EBI site [3].

4.4.1. Datasets

4.4.2. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach in terms of runtime, we compared the runtime of the proposed approach with the runtime of the Carthagene approach. In order to check the scaling of our proposed approach compared to the Carthagene approach, we mapped eight chromosomes, starting with the shortest chromosome, Chr. 21, which has 173 markers, and ending with the longest Chromosome, Chr. 1, which has 1423 markers.

Our two-level mapping approach can generate maps for large numbers of markers in a short time compared to the single-level approach, i.e. Carthagene approach. To be fair in the runtime comparison, for each chromosome, we mapped the whole set of markers, and we also mapped only the set of markers that are mapped by our proposed approach using the
Carthagene tool. In both cases, Figure 35 shows a big difference between the runtime for our proposed approach compared to the traditional approach for all chromosomes.

For the shortest chromosome, Chr. 21 with 173 markers, our proposed approach mapped 142 markers in 15 minutes, while the Carthagene tool mapped these 142 markers in 120 minutes, and took 225 minutes to map the 173 markers. For the longest chromosome, Chr. 1 with 1423 markers, the assigned job for mapping the 1423 markers was aborted after two weeks of running for exceeding maximum allowed runtime in our high computing clusters. While the job for mapping the 1218 markers took around 242 hours. Our proposed approach mapped these 1218 markers in around 17 hours. For all mapped chromosomes, the ratio between the Carthagene runtime and that of the proposed approach is never smaller than 7 fold improvement. Moreover, the overall mapping runtime can be decreased further in our proposed approach as the process of mapping the groups can be done in parallel.

The improved performance is due to the divide-and-conquer nature of the proposed algorithm. Since the number of markers that are mapped at any one time in our algorithm is
small in comparison with the overall number of markers. For typical mapping algorithms in Carthagene, the computation time is approximately doubled for each additional 30 markers. The single-level Carthagene approach maps all markers together, which requires more time to construct maps. However, the proposed two-level approach divides the set of markers into several small groups, and then maps each group separately. Thus, constructs maps in a short time.

In terms of wrongly mapped markers, Figures 36-43 show the agreement of the constructed maps with the corresponding chromosomes' physical maps. Two plots are drawn for each chromosome, where in each plot the x-axis shows the original permutation of the markers, while the y-axis shows the predicted map permutation. Overall, the maps that are generated by our proposed approach have higher agreement with the physical maps than the maps that are constructed by the Carthagene approach. Our proposed approach filters out the noisy markers and maps most of the markers to get high quality maps, while the Carthagene approach maps all the markers together including the noisy ones which decreases the maps’ quality.
Figure 36. The constructed maps for Chromosome 21: left map (173 markers): Carthage map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (142 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.

Figure 37. The constructed maps for Chromosome 22: left map (303 markers): Carthage map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (273 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.
For short chromosomes, e.g., 21 and 22, the proposed approach outperforms the Carthagene approach. Figure 36 shows that the proposed map for Chromosome 21 agrees with the physical map for almost all markers, except for two short reversed fragments. However, the agreement of the traditional Carthagene map does not fit well with the physical map especially at the beginning of the chromosome. Also, the figure shows several mis-orderings, where several markers are flipped close their correct ordering. Figure 36 shows that some markers are assigned to the same position in the Carthagene map, where 130 unique centiRay (cR) positions are identified out of 173. However, our proposed map maps the markers to their original positions, where all the identical cR positions are identified. Figure 37 shows the maps for Chromosome 22. The traditional Carthagene map does not align well with the physical for most of the markers. A long reversed fragment of the map is shown in the second half of the map. Also, the markers at the end of the mapped are mapped in the wrong positions. The agreement of our proposed map with the physical map is higher, where only a few markers are mapped into wrong positions but remain close to their correct positions in the middle of the map.

Also, our proposed approach outperforms the Carthagene approach for the medium-length Chromosomes 18, 4, 20 and 15, which have more markers. Figure 38 shows the maps for Chromosome 18, our constructed map aligned well with the physical map. On the other hand, the Carthagene map shows a long reversed fragment in the middle of the chromosome. Also, several markers are mapped in the wrong positions in the beginning of the chromosome in the Carthagene map, while only a few markers are mapped in the wrong position in the beginning of our proposed approach map. For Chromosome 4, Figure 39 shows the constructed maps using our proposed approach and the Carthagene approach; most of the markers are aligned well with the physical map in the Carthagene map and our proposed map, as well. However, one long reversed fragment is shown at the beginning of the maps.
Figure 38. The constructed maps for Chromosome 18: left map (407 markers): Carthagene map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (362 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.

Figure 39. The constructed maps for Chromosome 4: left map (450 markers): Carthagene map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (405 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.
Figure 40. The constructed maps for Chromosome 20: left map (317 markers): Carthagene map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (285 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.

Figure 40 shows the maps for Chromosome 20, our proposed map shows a complete agreement with the physical map except for a few markers at the ends and in the middle of the map. However, the Carthagene map shows several short flipped mapped fragments along the chromosome, and many markers in the middle are mapped in the wrong positions. Moreover, the Carthagene map shows a long reversed fragment in the second half of the map, while this long fragment is mapped correctly in our proposed approach map. For Chromosome 15, Figure 41 shows that long chromosome fragments in the beginning and end of the Carthagene map are mapped in reverse order, while our proposed approach shows better alignment for these fragments except for a few markers flipped close to their correct ordering.

For the longer chromosomes, Chr. 11 and Chr. 1, our proposed approach outperforms the Carthagene approach. Figure 42 shows the Carthagene map for Chromosome 11, where markers do not align well with the physical map, the whole chromosome is mapped into reversed fragments, as well as several markers are mapped in the wrong positions. In contrast,
a few markers do not place correctly in our map, while most of the markers are mapped in their correct positions.

For Chromosome 1, our proposed map agrees with the physical map for almost all the markers, except for a few markers that are mapped in the wrong position. On the other hand, the Carthagene map has several markers placed in the wrong positions, and many reversed fragments along the whole chromosome. Overall, Figures 36-43 show that our maps are more accurate than the maps constructed by Carthagene.

As a two-level comparison approach, we consider the Iterative FrameWork Mapping (IFWM) approach that we proposed in [53]. The IFWM and the proposed approach construct maps in two levels: first, construct a framework map. Second, iteratively extend that framework map with the remaining markers to build a comprehensive map. The two methods differ in the first step while they share the second step. Two approaches are proposed in [54] to construct framework maps, the complete-clusters approach, which considers all the markers between clusters’ boundaries, and the second approach, which considers a solid
Figure 42. The constructed maps for Chromosome 11: left map (1056 markers): Carthagene map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (959 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.

Figure 43. The constructed maps for Chromosome 1: left map (1218 markers): Carthagene map for all chromosome’s markers, right map (1218 markers): our proposed approach map for the reliable markers.
triplet of markers from each constructed cluster. In this comparison, we consider the IFWM using the complete-clusters approach where a high-resolution framework map is constructed first, then the framework map is extended iteratively to map the remaining markers.

Using the proposed approach, we expect to increase the quality of the constructed maps comparing to the IFWM approach. The IFWM approach builds several short maps, and then connects them using the maps’ ends. However, markers at the ends are not always trustworthy to be used for the merging step. The proposed approach identifies the reliable edges of each short map, and then uses these reliable edges to connect the maps. Thus, decreases the flipping in the final constructed maps. Moreover, the integration of the exhaustive and heuristics algorithms improves the accuracy of the constructed maps. Figure 44 shows a fragment of Chromosome 11, where the order of the same set of markers on the left map using the proposed approach is aligned better than the alignment of the IFWM approach on the right map. The proposed approach maps markers close to their correct ordering. However, the IFWM map shows relatively long flipped fragments.

To compare the accuracy of both methods, we used the proposed approach to map the six chromosomes that are mapped using the IFWM in [53]. Then, we calculated the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient value between the physical maps and the proposed approach maps, and that between the physical maps and the IFWM maps. The experimental results in Table 3 show that that the accuracy between the proposed approach maps and the accuracy of the IFWM approach. For the six chromosomes, the proposed approach outperforms the IFWM approach for Chromosomes 22, 20, 4, 11 and 1. While the IFWM approach outperforms the proposed approach for Chromosome 15. Overall, the integration of exhaustive and heuristics algorithms to construct framework maps improves the quality of the constructed maps compared to the IFWM approach. Moreover, the maps that are constructed using the proposed approach have more mapped markers. Thus, they provide information about a larger number of markers.
Table 3. Comparison of the number of mapped markers, runtime and correlation between the proposed approach maps and the physical maps and that between IFWM maps and the physical maps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome</th>
<th>Input Markers</th>
<th>IFWM Method</th>
<th>Proposed Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 22</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 20</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 4</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 15</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 11</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosome 1</td>
<td>No. of markers in map</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>1082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spearman’s rank correlation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mapping Runtime (Seconds)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>266191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 44. Comparison between three maps created for the same segment of human Chromosome 11. Left: our proposed map. Middle: the physical map. Right: IFWM map. Good markers order conservation is indicated by parallel lines.

The proposed approach can map more markers compared to the IFWM approach, because the proposed approach divides the markers into relatively small groups, where each group includes 5 to 9 markers. Then, each group is mapped using exhaustive searching algorithm. Connecting all groups’ maps results in providing a solid framework map. Using that solid framework map to map the remaining markers results in assigning markers to their correct intervals. Thus, only a small number of markers will be filtered out from each interval. However, the IFWM using the complete-clusters divides the markers into groups with no constraints on the number of markers, i.e. a group of markers can include 18 markers, and then applies heuristic algorithms to map these relatively large groups. Constructing framework map from such large groups using heuristic algorithms may result in a poor map, and using that map to map the remaining markers may result in assigning markers in the wrong intervals. Thus, large numbers of markers will be filtered out from these intervals.

Moreover, the IFWM using the complete-clusters only considers the mapped markers between the cluster boundaries, and these boundaries are not always reliable to be used for the filtering, and using them may result in filtering large numbers of markers. To demonstrate
our assumption about the number of mapped markers, we apply our proposed approach on the 6 chromosomes that were used in the evaluation of the IFWM approach. Table 3 shows the number of mapped markers for each chromosome using the IFWM approach against the proposed approach. For all chromosomes, the numbers of mapped markers using the proposed approach are greater than the numbers of mapped markers using the IFWM approach. Thus, the proposed approach provides maps with more information about a larger number of markers.

In addition, the proposed approach outperforms the IFWM regarding the mapping runtime. Although the proposed approach constructs maps with more markers compared to the IFWM approach, the mapping runtime for the proposed approach is less than the IFWM runtime for all the 6 chromosomes. Table 3 shows the mapping runtime for each chromosome using the IFWM approach against the proposed approach.

The runtime for both methods mainly depends on the clusters sizes and the number of remaining markers to the framework. The proposed approach clusters’ sizes are smaller than the IFWM clusters’ sizes, so the required runtime to map the IFWM clusters is longer than the runtime for mapping the proposed approach clusters. Regarding to the number of remaining markers, the number of remaining markers to be mapped in the second step for the IFWM approach is larger than the number of remaining markers in the proposed approach. Having more markers to be mapped in the second step requires more time to complete the mapping process. Thus, the mapping runtime for the proposed approach is decreased compared to the IFWM runtime.

4.5. Conclusion

We have proposed a new approach for constructing high-resolution maps for large datasets of radiation hybrid populations using both the exhaustive and heuristics algorithms. The proposed approach splits the mapping process into two levels: the higher level maps the most reliable markers using an exhaustive searching algorithm. The lower level uses heuristics algorithms to map the remaining markers and excludes the unreliable markers.
Applying a divide and conquer strategy helps increase the performance of the mapping and improve the quality of the constructed maps.

In our experimental comparison, we used the radiation hybrid dataset of several human chromosomes and compared the maps generated using our proposed approach against the Carthagene tool’s maps. The constructed maps showed high agreement between maps generated by our approach and the physical maps for the corresponding chromosomes. Also, the comparison showed that our approach can produce high-resolution maps with better agreement than the Carthagene approach. Moreover, the runtime for our proposed approach is much lower than the runtime for generating maps using the Carthagene tool.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we proposed several algorithms for mapping large radiation hybrid populations. The radiation hybrid mapping process is often viewed as the traveling salesman problem. Therefore, the mapping complexity increases by increasing the number of markers to map. In this study, we showed that the radiation hybrid mapping problem can be treated through a divide and conquer approach. The one dimension structure of the RH mapping problem and the employment of divide and conquer approach can reduce the computational complexity of the RH mapping problem into smaller sub problems. Also, the mapping process is susceptible to noise, and as a result, it is often beneficial to remove unreliable markers. In this study, we addressed these problems by providing a clustering-based approach for constructing high quality framework and comprehensive maps in a short time.

We proposed three algorithms for constructing framework maps in Chapter 2. The proposed algorithms uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to construct framework maps based on clusters that exclude unreliable markers. Clusters of markers are ordered using parallel processing and are then combined to form the complete framework map. We compared the performance of our algorithms to the traditional mapping techniques. The presented results showed that our framework mapping algorithms can produce high quality maps with good coverage compared to the traditional approaches map.

The resulting framework maps are typically more reliable but do not provide information about as many markers. Thus, we used the clustering-based approach to present a new approach for constructing comprehensive maps in Chapter 3. The iterative framework mapping approach constructs comprehensive maps by applying the clustering-based approach to build a framework map and then iteratively extending that framework map to include most of the markers. The proposed approach is intended to reduce the effect of the noisy markers and use the global information about the markers that have already been mapped on the framework map to map the remaining markers (the less reliable markers). The results showed that quality of maps can be increased by first mapping the most reliable
markers, and second incrementally adding the remaining markers. Also the run time for our proposed approach is much lower than the run time for generating maps using the traditional comprehensive mapping approaches.

Moreover, we proposed an enhanced approach for constructing comprehensive maps in Chapter 4. The proposed approach divides the mapping process into two-levels: the first level uses the exhaustive search to construct several high quality short maps, and to find representative markers for these maps. The second level, uses heuristics algorithms to map these representative markers and then merges the short maps to form a framework map. The framework map will be used to incrementally map the remaining markers. Applying both the exhaustive and heuristic algorithms results in building high quality maps, also the exhaustive search helps mapping a large number of markers in the first level which decreases the total mapping running time. The constructed maps showed that large numbers of markers can be mapped in our approach in a high quality and short time compared to the traditional single-level approach.

All the proposed algorithm were evaluated using data from radiation hybrid (RH) populations of the human genome. We considered several chromosomes of the human genome, for which the correct ordering is known, and compared the performance of our proposed algorithm with the traditional radiation hybrid mapping softwares. We compared our constructed maps with the corresponding physical maps to check the accuracy of our results; also, we compared our maps with other approach maps to check the performance of our algorithms. For framework mapping approach, the results showed that our approach has a very low computational complexity and produces solid framework maps with good chromosome coverage and high agreement with the physical map marker order. Also for the comprehensive mapping approach, the results showed that our two-stage approach is not only much faster than mapping the complete genome in one step, but that the quality of the resulting maps is also much higher.
In summary, several algorithms have been proposed for constructing high quality framework and comprehensive RH maps from large RH populations. The constructed maps using the proposed algorithms showed a high agreement with the corresponding physical maps. Also, the computational cost of the proposed algorithms is much lower than for the traditional approaches. As for future work, we plan to apply the proposed algorithms to map other species, where the genomes sizes are too large compared to the human genome. For example, Wheat has three genomes and each genome is almost twice of the human genome. Moreover, the proposed algorithms are developed to construct solid maps from a single species. However, considering related species with known genomes' maps can be integrated to this work. We plan to validate the linkage groups of markers with other related species maps to exclude unstable markers which may result in providing more accurate maps.
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